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MR. COX: Henry, my thought was it would be very

useful if you could give us a rundown, probably chronologically

if you can do it, of your contacts with everything having to do

with the Watergate matter. There is a great deal that’s in

writing, of course. There is a great deal you know about the

evidence in discussions you had with the attorneys -- I am

thinking of the attorneys in the U. S. Attorney’s office --

that you probably couldn’t recall at the moment and it probably

wouldn’t be worth your trying to summarize all the evidence

that you’ve heard of at the moment. I think what we want to

concentrate on is sort of the key steps as they developed in

your relationship to the case, and particularly conferences

with the Attorney General, the Director of the FBI, and the

President, or anyone of that kind, that m2y not be fully

described in the written m2terial. I think the best way to

come at it is just to ask you, if you can, to start in.

MR. PETERSEN: Sure.

I was first notified of the investigation by Harold

Titus on Saturday morning, approximately eight or nine o’clock

I was at the breakfast table -- of June 17th, and at that time

I was informed there had been a break-in at Democratic Head-

quarters. Five people were arrested, most of whom used aliases



at the time -- the aliases, I have forgotten, they are of

record-- and they had with them exploslble equipment. And

after debating a while, I Just decided I better call

Kleindienst. It didn’t seem to me it would be much of a thing,

an abortive attempt to blow up the National Democratic Com-

mittee. But I called him primarily to tell him about it, and

frankly I suggested that he alert whoever it was at the

Republican National Committee -- I don~t think I mentioned

the Committee to Elect the President -- the Republican National

Committee to double check their security. If there was an

attempt or plan to explode one, there would be no reason not

to at another.

The next development: There was a second phone call.

He called me at or around noontime and just said, you know,

what was happening, and at that point I was able to tell him

that I had then learned what we had thought to be explosible

equipment or what had been described as exploslble equipment

was in fact eavesdropping equipment.

MR, VORENBERG: You had assigned some FBI agents to --

MR. PETERSEN: Local police were involved in it

immediately and when it became apparent that there was eaves-

dropping equipment involved, they were called in as a matter

of course by the local police.

The next development: I heard, well, approximately

dinnertime that evening, that identification belonged to a

person who was thought to be a White House aid, E. Howard Hunt,

had been found, and he was in the possession of or in one of

the rooms occupied by the persons who were to attempt the



break-in. I reached Kleindienst who was making a speech at

the Statler-Hilton and we spoke rather elliptically over the

telephone since I had to go through the hotel switchboard, and

I told him there’s a White House aid -- I dldn~t mention the

aid -- and I thought he ought to tell somebody over the White

House. And he reiterated, you know, what he had told me in

the sc~ond~phone~ call: these people were to be treated like

anybody else, and do whatever needs to be done.

From there on in, the investigation took on a

coloration which is best described as purple, I suppose,

because of the eavesdropping at the Democratic National Com-

mittee. And we immediately empaneled a grand jury and

selected -- I selected, really I guess at Titus’ suggestion,

the three prosecutors or principal prosecutors. Silbert was

the one I wanted on the case. They asked for Glanzer. Don

Campbell had formerly worked for me and he was perfectly

acceptable to me.

MR. VORERBERG:

Attorney’s office?

MR, PETERSEN: Principal assistant in the U. S.

Attorney’s office. Left to my advices, I would not have

chosen Glanzer. He~s an A-No. 1 professional but I do not

like the man; I don~t like him as a person. He is, I suppose,

brilliant but also a crashing bore, if nothing else.

The investigation at that point proceeded rather

routinely apart from the publicity, which has been intense all

along. People were caught. We suspected that others were

involved, namely, E. Howard Hunt. We certainly didn’t have a

Silbert was at that time in the U. S.



clear-cut case against E. Howard Hunt at that point. Obviously

could have tried five burglars in three days, but Just as

obviously we would have been roundly criticized had we, and it

was worth our while and we thought it was in the interest of

the Government to take our time and try to develop that. It

was a couple weeks, I guess, before we determined that G.

Gordon Liddy was involved and the case against him was con-

siderably more difficult. Senator Ervin’s statement that any-

body out of law school one week could try that case Just

reflects his presence in the Senate for all these many years,

I suppose. It certainly was no easy case against E. Howard

Hunt and G. Gordon Liddy, but it progressed to the point where

we had a reasonably good case against Liddy by the time we

were ready to go to trial.

It was evident by I suppose the end of July, the

first of August, that we were going to get all that could

possibly be gotten by grand jury. By FBI investigation, the

Bureau’s investigation was reasonably thorough. And unless we

could cause one of those~eople, principal, Liddy, Hunt, or

someone like that to break, we were probably going to get no

further until after conviction.

There was no problem with supervision. I probably

had never been less supervised in my life. Kleindienst would

say occasionally, How’s Watergate going? But frankly he didn’t

seem to want to know other than casual inferences. I told him

we would show him the cross-memorandum when it came through,

and he said yes, he would want to see it; and that was about it.

MR, COX: Were there any questions, inquiries from



any of the White House staff to you during this period?

MR, PETERSEN: Well, there were two instances I

should mention. One, Patrick Gray came down -- and frankly I

thought very highly of Pat Gray; I was kind of disappointed in

his naivete in the course of this -- and suggested that this

was perhaps a CIA venture. And I said, Well, maybe. You know,

we were all a little concerned about the OGarrio EslcJ trans-

actions in Mexico and it’s not uncommon in this government to

know of CIA instances, particularly in overseas or Latin

American countries. Thus it’s not uncommon for CIA to come to

it and say, Look, we have this situation here, one of our

people are perfectly involved, and we would appreciate it if

it’s not disclosed. But Gray came down to me and Just went

and suggested that, and I said no, I don’t believe so.

MR. VORENBERG: Did Gray say why he thought that was

a possibility?

MR, PETERSEN: He Just alluded to it. I gathered

that he had been told something that I hadn’t been told. And I

said if they are telling you that -- and I think he did mention

to me that he had talked to Waldridge EsicJ -- you better get

it in writing because I am not going to take it any other way;

and I’m not going to accept your word for it, your oral word

for it, and you’d better get it in writing. I wouldn’t have

remembered the date but we had occasion to go back on this when

Walters came in, was sent over here to see this a couple weeks

ago, and that date was July 5th. July 6th he did go to Walters

and July 6th Walters couldn’t give him a writing or if he gave

him a writing, it was innocuous and didn’t suit the purposes



and was pretty clear --

MR. COX: I wasn’t quite clear, Henry, whether you

were under the impression that Gray was speculating about

whether this was a CIA operation or whether somebody had told

him.

MR’ PETERSEN: He didn’t spell it out, It was

implied to him that it was a CIA thing, and I didn’t pursue it

because usually CIA deals very mysteriously. They come over

and say, Look, we have this problem. It may or may not be,

you know, directly involving them, but it may only peripherally

affect security. That was one factor.

The second factor occurred in about October when

CIA, we had determined that we had to interview some of the

CIA people in, of course, the trial preparation. The prose-

cutor was mainly Silbert I was dealing with for the most part,

indicated to me, one, that they had reason to believe that the

defense was going to be this was a CIA adventure; blame it all

on CIA. So we said, Go ahead with some interviews. So they

sent the Bureau back just to interview them directly -- I

don’t recall which -- and Helms.~ And at that time Helms and

Larry Houston came over to see Kleindienst and they had a

package. Kleindienst didn’t accept it from them. He called me

up there, and Helms or Larry Houston gave it to me, and the

instructions were, you know, this is not to be disclosed; if it

is to be, work it out.

MR. VORENBERG:

MR. PETERSEN:

What does "the package" mean?

Package of documents. In fact,

answers to some of the questions we asked in giving us their
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information, some of which was previously given, I gather, to

the FBI but which never had been made available to us.

Well, I brought it down and looked at it and it

reflected that Hunt had been given some disguises and some

access to the equipment or what have you. I finally showed it

to Silbert and then we decided well, we need to ask some more

questions of the CIA, and we got them over there and we asked

them some questions and they told us and said we’re not

involved but this is what happened. The equipment’s on the

request of another Government agency, and I said what agency,

and they said the ~ite House, and I said who, and he said,

Well, I think it was Chrisman that came over. Well, he

thought it was Ehrichman.

MR. VORERBERG: This is now October, right?

MR. PETERSEN: October.

So I called John Dean and I said, We have an embar-

rassing fact here. I said, There are two aspects of it, one

embarrassing and one not embarrassing. One, the CIA says that

Ehrlichman called to request its assistance. And I say, On

the other hand, they also tell us that CIA decided they weren’t

going to render any assistance and so advised whoever called

them over the White House, and that was accepted. I said, But

you’ve got to find out; it’s important that we know and get

the right answer so we’ll not be embarrassed by it. Subse-

quently he came back and said Ehrlichman had no recollection

of it.

MR, VORENBERG: At any time in August, September, or

any time along there, were there any suggestions it would be in



the national interest if the case were slowed down, the

investigation were slowed down?

MR, PETERSEN: Absolutely not, never.

There was one instance -- I had one irritating phone

call from John Ehrlichman on a Saturday and I can’t remember

the date. I did make a note of it. It will be forever etched

in my mind. He called me at quarter of twelve on a Saturday.

I was in the kitchen and the telephone was there, and he came

on very, very strong. It"s in the grand jury; he testified to

it in the grand Jury. Bitterly complaining about Silbert, s

subpoenaeing Stans. And I said, Well, you know, you can’t

blame that on Silbert~ I cleared it. And then he got nasty

and said Silbert was actlng~like a local D.A. and I was acting

like I was chasing organized criminals, and the next thing

we’d do would be subpoena the President of the United States.

I got angry and said that was nonsense and we had quite an

argument. And I told him his lawyer ought to call in, not

Ehrlickman. And he said, you know, goddam it, I’ll call you

and it’s not for his lawyer to call you. And I said, Well,

I’m sorry. We think he’s evasive. In the interviews with the

FBI we want his testimony under oath.

call him. His lawyer called.

MR. VORENBERG:

MR. PETERSON:

Stans.

You have his lawyer

Who? You are talking about Hunt?

Parkinson. No, we’re talking about

Parkinson called and said, I understand that Mr. Stans

doesn’t have to appear, and I said thatls wrong. I said, We

will do everything to avoid publicity but we want a statement

under oath and we’ll take his statement under oath in my



conference room under grand jury conditions, which means that

you, the lawyer, cannot be present. You can be outside. He

can go out and talk to you if he wants, but we will take his

statement under oath with a reporter present and only the

prosecutor is there. So Silbert and I suppose one of the

other prosecutors and a court reporter came down and took

statements, Stans’ testimony.

MR. VORENBERG: Was this at a time when the grand

jury was --

MR. PETERSEN: This was a time when the grand jury

was sitting.

MR, VORENBERG: Why didnlt you take it before the

grand jury?

MR. PETERSEN: Because the big complaint was

publicity. He was a cabinet officer, demeaning. The news-

papers were going to play it up. He was going to be held up

to ridicule. And after all he was innocent, what in the hell

you holding him up to all this publicity for? We did that and,

indeed, we took the testimony of most of the White House people

in that fashion until it reached a point where Stans and

Mitchell were both making public statements, and Stans and

Mitchell were both giving depositions in the civil case. At

that point it no longer made any sense and at that, we said,

Well, the others are done but we want John Mitchell before the

grand jury.

MR. VORERBERG:

MR, PETERSEN:

late August, early September.

When was it now?

Oh, just before indictment.

Indictment was around

Maybe



September 15th. Mitchell didn’t return my calls and I finally

had to go through John Dean to get him.

And, incidentally, John Dean was most cooperative in

all of this. Our suspicions ran to Mitchell and the Committee

to Re-elect and Stans, but not to the White House, and cer-

tainly not to John Dean.

MR. COX: Let me ask you to go back just a minute.

You were speaking of the CIA coming over with this package.

In the package you referred to some disguises and some things,

didn’t you?

MR, PETERSEN: Uh-huh.

MR. COX: Now,~ if they refused to render to Hunt and

Liddy at that time, what was the package made up of?

MR~ PETERSEN: They had first agreed to render

assistance to Hunt. I don’t know about Liddy. Liddy subse-

quently came along with Hunt but I don’t know that they

promised anything for Liddy per se, because they had provided

some equipment, camera or what have you, that sort of thing,

at an earlier date and then had decided that they were not

going to participate any longer,~ some period of time later,

matter of weeks I believe.

MR, COX: Do the things that they had provided

earlier refer to the Ellsberg psychiatrist? Was this equipment

that had been loaned for Ellsberg’s psychiatrist?

MR. PETERSEN: I did not know that at the time.

MR, COX: Do you now understand that it was?

MR, PETERSEN: Well, for whatever covert activities

they were carrying out at the White House, and I assume
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E!Isberg was part of that.

Included in this package of these documents were

some photographs that didn’t have any, make any sense at all,

photographs of Liddy in front of a building, photographs of

the inside of a room. And Silbert and I puzzled over them.

In fact we didn’t know what they were. In hindsight, you

know, you can see. First of all, the Ellsberg case was in the

Internal Security Division at that time; I had no responsi-

bility for it and no interest in it. But over the parking

places of this parking lot were the name tags of two people,

one, Fielding, and another, Rothberg, as I recall. Well, it

didn’t make any sense to us. But after the Pentagon papers

case was assigned to us, after we were told about the bur-

glary, then we were able to run down a connection between Dr.

Fielding and Ellsberg and what have you. But we didn’t know

at that point; we didn’t even know. I suppose that -- Well,

you know, in hindsight you wish you had done a thousand things.

Run a name check on Fielding, for example, but we didn’t.

MR~ COX: You didn’t. But for whatever reason, you

didn’t go back to CIA and say did they know what this was?

MR. PETERSEN: Oh, yes, we had them over here; we

sat down. All they did was develop the film and they had

copies of it and we asked them if they knew, but they didn’t

knOW.

MR. COX: I see~ Well, right.

MR’ PETERSEN: Oh, yes, right, yes.

So those were the only two instances where anything,

you might say, untoward occurred in the course of the
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investigation.

A third incident occurred that I think worth men-

tioning in the early days of the investigation, and by early

days, I would say early in July. I was called up to

Kleindienst’s office, and he and John Dean were there. And we

were asked, you know, what’s going on in the investigation, and

tell them generally. And I expressed my concern that one,

whoever did this was an idiot, and I didn’t know who I was

speaking about. If they were any friends of theirs, why, they

were to take note. But in any event, the President ought to do

something and what he ought to do, said I, is say, Kleindienst,

I want this thing investigated to a fare the well publicly. I

was frankly, I suppose, in a sense looking for some reassurance.

And I said, One of you ought to go out to the President at San

Clemente -- to you, Kleindienst -- and sit down with him and

tell him that we think the upper echelons of the Committee to~

Re-elect the President, if nothing else, are involved. And /i~

Kleindienst said yes, he thought that was a good idea and,

Dean, you set that up; and Dean said, Fine. And Dean gets up

and walks out and calls back that afternoon and doesn’t tell

me but tells Kleindienst: It’s been decided that I should go.

MR. VORENBERG: You?

MR, PETERSEN: No. Meaning he, Dean.

MR, COX: Should go to San Clemente.

MR, PETERSEN: Should go to see the President. He

told Kleindlenst, who told me. If he told me directly, maybe,

I don’t know. But all we got after that was a big silence.

There was no statement, Kleindienst, go get ’em. Absolutely
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nothing.

Well, you know, in the course of my conversations

with the President post April 15th I mentioned this, and he

said, Well, I never saw you, and I have to accept that as

truth, knowing what we know now.

So those are the only three incidents.     ~-~

We were able to return the indictment by April 15th.

There was a lot of pressure, you F~ow, get it out, get it out.

MR~ COX: You mean September 15th?

MR, PETERSEN: Excuse me, September 15th.

There was a lot of pressure, get it out, get it out.

You know, September 1st, we couldn’t make that.

MR~ COX: Pressure by whom?

MR, PETERSEN: Well, Dean, Kleindienst. You know, a

lot of publicity. Get on with it, get the indictment out; and

that was not unfair, you know, because even by my standards,

from the end of July we were tussling around, if you like.

We were -- It didn’t seem to me we were going to get any

further than Liddy or Hunt unless Liddy, Hunt, or McCord, or

Barker broke and gave us somebody~ else.

MR~ COX: How about this Dalberg and Mexican money?

MR, PETERSEN: Well, you know, the point was focused

on the money, but we couldn’t make it; we still haven’t made

it. We’ve got a grand jury running down in Houston now. You

know they’re all lying in connection with that Mexican transac-

tion, and we really don’t have process to reach into Mexico.

We can’t compel O’Garrio’s EsicJ testimony, and unless some of

those people down there -- Allen and those people in that oll
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company down there -- decide to come through, we may never

learn more about that. They may rather take a fall under the

Corrupt Practices Act which would result in a meager penalty,

if any, you know, than turn and testify. We really never

could make a break through on that. Nobody ever believed the

story about the money. The grand jury or anybody else could

believe that this money was just laying around there, and all

of this money was being expended, and nobody ever asked for an

accounting, and nobody ever kept any records. To hear their

story, you could have been a rich man just by walking through

the office.

MR. COX: Yes.

MR, PETERSEN: That’s terrible.

So with the return of the indictment, then we went

through the trial preparation.

MR, COX: Hold on Just a moment. In the course of

the period up to September 15, how often were you in touch with

Silbert? Once a week?

MR. PETERSEN: Daily.

MR~ COX: Daily?

MR. PETERSEN: He was supposed to report to me daily.

Now, sometimes he would miss. But daily, and it was usually

telephonically. Either the first thing in the morning or the

last thing at night at my home he would call me and report to

me there.

cox:
trial preparation.

MR ~ PETERSEN

All right. You were just going on to

That.s right. But those reports were



oral, general, the highlights of the day rather than detailed.

I did not call for the grand jury testimony until

after the trial and, indeed, I was quite satisfied with the

progress. It was pretty clear that after the trial we’d

immunize these people and strike for a break through at that

point. And that is not unusual, you know, at least to my

experience in criminal investigations, to know that X and Y are

involved and you’re not going to get Z unless one of them

breaks.

~ VORENBERG: You say after the trial you immunized

them?

MR~ PETERSEN:

MR. VORENBERG:

mean. ~

MR, PETERSEN: Well, after conviction and after

sentencing, then we immunized them.

MR. COX: Against any further prosecution.

MR. PETERSEN: Against any further prosecution.

We didn’t dare immunize Hunt or Liddy before.yes.

no.

Yes, sir.

I’m not sure I understand what you

Oh,

Absolutely

MR, VORENBERG: I didn’t know whether you were

talking about that or whether you were talking about trying to

work out something with the Judge of a sort that was worked

out of immunizing.

MR, PETERSEN: We might have, but we couldn’t deal

with Sirica, you know. He won’t talk to you. One of the

problems was that his reactions were so violent; everybody was

afraid to enter into an agreement to plead or what have you and



cooperate. They all feel they were going to go to jail for

twenty years. On the other hand, I didn’t want to plead. At

least I was percept enough to recognize that a plea of guilty

by all defendants would look llke the biggest fix since the

flood and I really wanted, you know, at least to try some of

it. By the same token, even when you recognize that, you

have to decide it. I would llke to think professionally if

a guy comes in, is going to offer a plea, and in any other

case you would take, you really can’t turn it down because

somebody might criticize you, you know, if it serves the ends

of justice. So we were prepared to. Well, I told Silbert:

You can take a plea to two representative counts, the con-

spiracy count and either the burglary or the eavesdropping,

whoever the defendant happens to be, whichever best fits him.

We finally fixed on three, so we get burglarY, eavesdropping,

and conspiracy. And, of course, Sirlca went up and he wouldn’t

let them plead unless they pled to every count in the indict-

ment, which is very, very unusual.

Well, in the course of trial preparation they picked

up another witness, a very critical witness, the witness

Gregory, and they developed him. By subpoenaelng the telephone

records out of the Bennett Company, picked up a phone call

that somehow or other the Bureau had missed and interviewed

Gregory and paid her. Gregory had been in on some of the con-

spiratorial meetings and then backed out and, of course, he was

a most helpful witness. He made what otherwise might have been

a tight case a locked case. So, with the development of that

witness, we all felt pretty good about it. So the investlga-
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tion, at least by my standards, was relatively routine until

McCord’s providing statement. And criticize, never will

forgive Judge Sirica, again probably the most injudicious

judicial officer. It seems to me McCord should have been

turned over to the grand Jury immediately and had he been, we

might have avoided all that, s going on up there. But fairness

compels me to say the pressures come from many sources, the

Senate, the press, the prosecution, and maybe no two of them

would have been sufficient in and of themselves. It’s hard to

be too critical, the flow of the events.

MR. VORENBERG: What do you assume led Sirica to

do what he did?

MR. PETERSEN: His behavior during the course of the

trial reflected what was very charitably some distrust of the

prosecution, which frankly we felt was unfair.

MR. VORENBERG: Right from the beginning?

MR. PETERSEN: In the course of the trial. For

example, he said some of the witnesses lied. You know, maybe

some of the witnesses lied, but all witnesses are entitled to

lie, if you please, unless you have a rack and screw. It

doesn’t do much good to know that they are lying unless you

can prove it. We couldn’t prove it. We thought they were

lying about the destruction of records. We thought they were

lying about the money. We thought Magruder was lying in the

grand jury, as it now develops he was. We did not think Sloane

was lying.

was lying.

don’t think he was lying.

The Judge thinks so. We still don~t think Sloane

Maybe he is, maybe he isn’t, I don’t know. But we

So he was critical of that aspect of
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it. He wanted Sirica to prove motive. Motive is no part of

the Government’s case. In a tightly run trial, a lot of evi-

dence with respect to motive would not be admissible. He said

he told Titus he was prepared to give Silbert all the rein that

Silbert could handle. He’d let anything in. Well, you know

you can’t count on that.

MR. COX: Did you have any evidence of motive at

that point?

MR. PETERSEN: And indeed we still don’t have any

evidence of motive really other than what you see in the press

and anyone can speculate it, that it was politically motivated

or what have you. I have no sound idea of the motive. I don’t

know how to evaluate idiocy, which is what it seems to me.

So there was that idea permeating in Sirica,s mind,

I think, is what caused him to honor ¾cCord’s request° On the

other hand, it’s relatively easy to understand McCordo In jury

criminal trials it’s not at all unusual for us, the prosecu-

tion, to feel that all the defense counsel are conspiring

against us, all of them are working together to beat us. Wellj

that’s probably the truth more times than not. I suppose we

all felt it here. And the fact thatIJohn Dean was over here at

the White House and charged, we were told by the President with

marshaling all this information from the civil suits, from the

criminal investigations, from the press and what have you, you

~ow, put him in a very central spot, made us a bit wary, wary

enough so that when Klelndienst called and said, "John Dean

called and said he wants the investigative reports," you know,

I could say no, we canlt give them to him. I don’t know how --
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You know Kleindienst. Sohe laughs and he says, you know,

"You’re a big help. Now what in the hell do I do?" I said

well, you know, tell him that if he wants to come down with a

memorandum saying the President of the United States says he

wants those investigative reports, we will click our heels and

say yes, sir. Or if the President wants to call you and say

he wants them, we give them. But you are not to give them to

any White House staffer up there on an oral request. Well,

of course, he dldnlt.

But we didn’t know that Dean went to Gray and that

Gray gave them. We didn’t know that until Gray testified to

that fact in his confirmation hearings.

There was one occasion when I went up to Kleindienst

and I said, "Are you sure you didn’t give Dean those reports?"

And Kleindienst swears. He says, "Goddamn you, how could I

give them? I don’t even have the goddamn things. What the

hell’s the matter with you?" I said well, you know, all I’m

saying is that he knows an awful lot about this investigation.

Well, it still never occurred to me to think that he was get-

ting the reports out of the FBI without somebody clearing with

the Attorney General. I don’t understand that.

MR. COX: Was Dean during this period in touch with

you or Silbert to find out what you knew?

MR. PETERSEN: Well, he was in touch with me re-

peatedly. Of course, we had a lot of business, you know, on

other things.

MR. COX: Other kinds of business.

MR. PETERSEN: Other kinds of business. But he would
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call frequently and it was understood, I guess, that, you know,

I was to keep Dean generally informed, but it was very general.

MR. COX: He called with specific questions?

MR. PETERSEN: Yes, he would call with specific

questions. Awful lot about the leaks to the press, those

coming from the FBI, the prosecutor’s office. He criticized

me for fermenting it. It happened, I suppose. Then specific

questions: you know, who’s testifying today? You know, what’s

developing? But all he got was ultimate statements rather than

evidentiary fact.

On the other hand, I would call him to complain at

the behest of the Bureau or the United States Attorney’s office

about the White House dragging their feet with respect to

appointments of White House personnel or failure to set up

times when we could conveniently summon them to the grand jury,

or in connection with Mitchell’s subpoena when Mitchell

wouldn’t answer my calls. And he was very -- well, he was

helpful. I never got any nonsense from him or any big argu-

"All right, we’ll work it out. There is no

Goddamn it, jus~ let me know and we’ll solve

ment, you know.

problem at all.

it."

MR. COX: But the kind of question you described is

more the kind of question that a man who is wanting to keep

himself informed of what you are doing would ask rather than a

man who was conducting an investigation of White House

personnel.

MR, PETERSEN: Well, I wouldn’t say that.

describe it that way, I don’t think.

I wouldn’t

I suppose if you are over
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there and the President of the United States says, you know, I

want to know everything that’s going on with this damn thing,

you check on all sources, whether it be newspapers or civil

cases or what have you, so you can answer all the questions he

may have -- at least I would so regard it. I never distin-

guished in his questions any personal interest, no.

MR, COX: Well, I didn’t mean to distinguish between

personal interest and interest in keeping his superiors

informed. I was distinguishing in my speculation between the

kind of question you would ask if you wanted to know what was

going on and the kind of question you would ask if you were

conducting an investigation to see what White House personnel,

if any, were involved.

MR, PETERSEN: Very early in that investigation he

assured me and everyone else there were no White House per-

sonnel involved, but from thence on the statements were, "The

President has told me he wants to know what’s going on in this

thing. These newspapers are trying to exploit this to get to

him and he’s obviously interested and, goddamn it, I have to

know and I have to be able to tell him." I find that common-

place in the White House and it is in all administrations.

I think all the world drops dead, you know, because they have a

question.

So that development took me completely by surprise,

to find out about John Dean’s personal involvement.

MR. VORENBERG: ~Wnat’s the first you knew about that?

MR. PETERSEN: He came into the prosecutor’s office

around April 6th, and they came to me four or five days later,



I guess, the end of the week, and there were sporadic discus-

sions between the prosecutors and Dean’s counsel.

MR. VORENBERG: Why did they wait that long to come

to you?

MR. PETERSEN: Who knows? I speculate about it too.

Maybe he was afraid that it would get back to the White House

and from what it is now, he had reason to. And indeed even

when they did come to me, we met down here on a Saturday night

on the l~th of April well after midnight, and finally we went

out to see Kleindienst that night and insisted that we see the

President in person. But Dean was still concerned but he

agreed, yes, somebody ought to see the President. You know,

that’s fine. Henry, go see the President. But at this point

the dealings with him are very circumspect° He was only given

enough to try and interest him in a grant of immunity.

MR. VORENBERG: Did you go to see the President?

MR. PETERSEN: Yes.

MR, COX: Let’s back up a little here. We were down

to McCord’s statement and that’s really the point we had

broken at chronologically, I think.

MR, PETERSEN: That’s right.

MR, COX: Let’s pick up there.

MR. PETERSEN: Well, prior to McCord’s statement

being given, I had authorized i~unity for all of those con-

victed, the Cubans, Barker, McCord, Liddy, and Hunt. So, we

were quite prepared to proceed. When McCord made his statement

and it was made available to the Senate, we were considerably

taken aback, because it started off a whole new train of
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investigation and a whole new set of problems, all of which

you are going to have to weigh and consider and try to meet.

I am not at all sure that they are meetable in terms of pur-

posely change of venue, fair trial. But with that statement we

just at that point decided we had to proceed. So we had some

discussions with Dash and with the Committee.

MR, COX: Was Dash involved at that point?

MR, PETERSEN: Not at that point.

MR, COX: Not at that point, no.

MR. PETERSEN: But we immunized our witnesses and

flowed them in. Dash came on very quickly thereafter.

MR. VORENBERG:

MR. PETERSEN:

What month are we in now?

We are in February. The trial was

completed around the end of January. In March, in February and

March Gray was testifying and we were waiting, really doing

nothing, just lining up the immunities, trying to deal with

some of them off the record, waiting for sentence to be

imposed because we didn’t want to immunize before sentence.

It was only immunable risk under the statute, and you would

hate to lose on that one.

MR, COX: Yes.

MR, PETERSEN: So we were basically waiting. So

when McCord’s statement was made at or about the time of

sentencing, we were then ready to proceed with the others.

McCord slipped out, however, because his statement was turned

over to the Committee and we don’t get back to McCord until

after the Committee has finished with him. At that point Dash

is appointed as Committee counsel.



MR, VORENBERG:

MR. PETERSEN:

date of sentence.

MR. VORENBERG:

MR. PETERSEN:

What date was McCord’s statement?

Jim, I don’t know. Just prior to the

Around the 1st of February?

No. Sentence was around 2Brd week

in March or something like that.

MR, VORENBERG: But even before ¾cCord’s statement

you were immunizing?

MR. PETERSEN: No, I had signed the letters of

authorization.

MR. VORENBERG: What were you doing? What were you

after at that point?

MR. PETERSEN: Pressure.

MR, VORENBERG: Pressure. ~Wnat lines were you

pursuing?

MR, PETERSEN: Who was responsible? Where did the

money come from? Who destroyed the records? What records

were kept? Who spoke to Liddy? You know, any one of them,

either Liddy, any one, to break, that’s all. All we had done

was sign the letters of authorization so that we could bring

those people in, compel their testimony. If they didn’t

testify, well then they’d get a contempt sentence on top of

what they already had.

MR, COX: Then you have Gray’s testimony, going

forward.

MR, PETERSEN: That’s right.

MR, COX: And you have had, of course, the -- I

forget the title, but the administrative something subcommittee



that had preceded the Ervin Committee.

hearings.

It had held some

MR, VORENBERG: Kennedy’s.

MR. COX: Kennedy’s Committee.

MR, PETERSEN: No, they never held any hearings.

Some investigations come early in connection with the Segretti

aspect of it. I’ve never seen, heard, nothing’s been communi-

cated to me from that group at all.

MR, COX: I see.

MR. PETERSEN: Well, that takes it up to the time

when we start calling the witnesses in to testify under grant

of immunity.

MR~ COX: This is early April.

MR, PETERSEN: That’s right.

Hunt testifies and the first testimony, according to

my reading, is a pack of lies. You know, a very gllb, intelli-

gent man, and he comes little by little and finally tells the

truth. It was Dean coming in April 6th, and Magruder coming

in the following Friday. We make the big break through, and

even then, we are very suspicious. One of the things we are

suspicious of is that Dean and Magruder got together -- and

they~are the two biggest guys involved -- and they are going to

fashion a story to get themselves out. This was one of the

things we were concerned about. And, of course, it was clear

at that point that Magruder had lied twice under oath, and it

was very necessary that we corroborate him. However, he did

have a greater degree of credibility than Dean because he had

agreed to plead guilty. So we thought that was helpful.
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So when they came, you know, to see me on Saturday

April l~th, it was a crisis thing. We had broken the Watergate

case. We got to see you right away.

MR, COX: "They" is?

MR. PETERSEN: Silbert, Titus, Glanzer, and Campbell.

So I met them down here at the office at 8:30 on

Saturday night and they went through basically the Magruder and

the Dean story. Tha tes Haldeman and Ehrlichman and

what have you.

At that point I went to Kleindienst to say we have

to see the President. We had a question as to whether or not

we could see him without going through Haldeman or Ehrlichman,

and he said well, he wouldn’t talk to anybody else. So on

Sunday afternoon Kleindienst went to see the President.

Sunday morning, I guess, he set up an appointment to see the

President and called me down here Sunday afternoon. I was

inappropriately dressed to go to the White House. He said go

over there. We went over there and we hit the President right

between the eyes.

MR, COX: Now, this is you and Kleindienst?

MR~ PETERSEN: Kleindienst.

MR. COX: Who else was there?

MR. PETERSEN: That’s all.

MR, COX: You, Kleindlenst, and the President?

MR. PETERSEN: That’s right.

And basically he said, What can I do? And I said,

Fire them.

MR. COX: Meaning?



MR. PETERSEN: Haldeman and Ehrlichman.

The presidency came first and these people are

involved. Whether or not we are going to be able to prove a

case against them, I can’t tell you. But there is sufficient

here that they are going to be a distinct ~embarrassment to the

presidency, and you ought to can them. Well, as you know, he

didn’t do that for at least 15 days, which I thought was a

mistake.

MR, COX: Was there -- Go ahead.

MR, PETERSEN: Well, let me say I have no evidence

against the President of the United States. I have no admis-

sion from the President of the United States. I have no hear-

say other than what’s been published in the newspaper. Now, if

they have something in the grand jury~ they haven’t told me

about it. But I was distressed by his high praise of those two

when he made his speech concerning what I had told, and I was

distressed that he took that long to get rid of them. I was

distressed by the fact that he didn’t want to believe. Well,

you know. I came to an awful lot of conclusions that one

doesntt like to draw.

MR. COX: Do you have any recollection as to how long

you were there?

MR. PETERSEN: With the President?

MR. COX: Yes.

MR~ PETERSEN: Oh, couple of hours on the 15th.

MR. COX: Couple of hours? Took this long because

you were reviewing what the testimony was?

MR, PETERSEN: No, I gave him a very summary statement



of the oral statement of Haldeman-Ehrlichman involvement, none

of which we could vouch for at that point. Mind you, it came

from Dean and Magruder. Dean’s statement was given to us on

an off-the-record basis, not to be used against him directly

or indirectly, no leads, no nothing -- solely for our use in

determining whether or not he should be accorded in~nunity.

But I didn’t feel like that bound me in telling the President

of the United States that two of his principal aids were

involved. So I indicated to him very summarily. I subse-

quently reduced that meager information -- it was meager at

that point with respect to those two -- in writing, which I

gave to him.

MR. COX: Gave to?

MR. PETERSEN: The President.

Just a paragraph or one-page memorandum indicating

the statements that had been made which allegedly implicated

Haldeman and Ehrlichman.

MR, COX: This was at some later date?

MR, PETERSEN: A day or two later.

MR, COX: So you were over there again, I take it,

or do you mean you sent it to him?

MR~ PETERSEN: No, I was over there again.

I had a number of meetings with him, most of which

frankly were desultory, awkward. He wanted reassurance. It’s

a terrible thing to say about the President of the United

States but it was kind of, You believe me, don’t you? A lot of

BS, to putit very frankly. A lot of generality. We had

agreed that I would not give him grand Jury information, so
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that meant I was reduced only to ultimate conclusions.

MR, VORENBERG: Just~the two of you at those

meetings?

MR. PETERSEN:

MR, VORERBERG:

one?

That’s right.

Klelndlenst only came to the first

MR. PETERSEN: Kleindienst excused himself at the

first meeting because of the involvement of John Mitchell.

MR. COX: What took you a couple of hours, Henry, at

the first meeting?

MR. PETERSEN: I don~t know, you know, itls hard to

say. It certainly wasnlt all substance. It’s very strange.

mean when you see guys like Wally Hickel being fired because

he’s complaining that he can’t see the President. On this

thing for two weeks I saw the President more probably -- I’m

guessing. I donrt know how often cabinet officers see him --

than most cabinet officers had seen him. And, you know, yet

those conversations were very3 very loose and very general.

MR, VORENBERG: How would they be initiated? The

President would Just call you up and say would you come over

and talk to me about the case?

MR. PETERSEN: Well, would you come on over. What’s

happening? And you would go over there and basically it came

down to a reiteration: Yeah, you think I ought to get rid of

these guys? Yeah, and I don’t think I should. I’ve got to

think about this and that and a thousand other things. And I

said, Fine. My viewpoint is parochial. I think you ought to

do it. We went around and around on that issue.

I



MR. COX: Well now, going back to this first rather

long meeting: Was the President surprised when you said that

Ehrlichman and Haldeman were implicated, so far as you could

Judge?

MR, PETERSEN: Well, so far as -- He said he couldn’t

believe it. You know, just these are fine upstanding guys.

Just couldn’t be, you know.

roborated the information.

think we’ve got something.

We had to concede we hadn.t cot-

We are here to alert you. We

We could be wrong, but we are

telling you it’s time for you to move to protect yourself and

the presidency. That was the thrust of the thing.

MR, VORENBERG: Where is the memorandum, the one-page

memorandum? That’s not in here, is it?

MR. PETERSEN:

MR’ VORENBERG:

MR, PETERSEN:

No, sir.

Is that something material?

I don’t know. ~enever it becomes

material, you know, then I suppose I’ll have to decide what to

do with it. I don~t know what to do. I don’t think it’s

material at this point to disclose in those explicit terms what

passed between me and the President of the United States.

MR. VORERBERG: Well, I guess I do.

MR, PETERSEN: Well, too bad, that’s all I can say.

We disagree.

MR, VORERBERG: Well, at some point -- I don’t know

whether I mean this is the point to do it -- we ought to make a

formal request for it.

MR, COX: Well, we are aware --

MR. PETERSEN: Well, you can make a formal request



for it. I don’t know what the hell that means. That’s just

you and me, Jim. You may make a formal request right now.

Write it down, and IZll write back and say no. I don’t know

what the hell that gets us.

MR. COX: Well, I don’t want to push --

MR. PETERSEN: Well, it’s not really that material.

I can tell you orally what it was: One, that John Dean went

to Ehrllchman -- Haldeman, excuse me, and said there was a

conversation in Mitchell’s office and that we ought not be

involved with this. Magruder said, But nothing happened.

Nobody did anything to stop this alleged eavesdropping.

Magruder said that he gave information to Strawn which he was

sure went to Haldeman, in terms of the budget and in terms of

the product of some of the overhearers. Well, whether that’s

true or not, we had to corroborate Strawn. We put Strawn and

Magruder both on the lie box. Strawn flunked; Magruder passed.

Basically that’s what we told him. I reduced it to writing

for his convenience, but I’ll keep the writing unless it

becomes material. I don’t see how it’s material.

MR, COX: Well, let’s leave it there. I think when

you read the guidelines, you will see that I am entitled to it.

MR. PETERSEN: Mr. Cox, that doesn’t make any differ-

ence. You know, I’ve been in this Government for 26 years and

I’ve been deciding things as I see them, and thank God for that.

It doesn’t ~ke a goddamn whether you or you or the Attorney

General, the President of the United States, tell me. I got my

own personal responsibilities. I live with them. I decide

them that way, and that’s all there is to it. Now, you may
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not like it. But after going through this investigation, I am

goddamn glad I am that independent. That’s all there is to it.

MR. COX: I am a little worried when you tell me that

I can’t see that memorandum.

MR, PETERSEN: Well, you know, I’ve been worried a

lot too. You’ll just have to worry.

MR. COX: Well, I had a question I wanted to put to

you. Henry, the thing that’s bothering me now is not the

memorandum for the moment because you’ve told us about it.

If it comes to a crunch, it will come to a crunch.

MR. PETERSEN: Well, you know, I mentioned it for

one specific reason, but you haven’t alluded to it, I don’t

mind saying so. Part of my concern that had developed is

whether or not this information was getting back to Haldeman

and Ehrlichman. You know, but I’ve got noreason other than

basic suspicion of a prosecutor, you know, and no inference

ought to be drawn from that. I’ve still got an old-fashion

reverence for the presidency of the United States. I’ll be

damned if I want to inject that type of inference in there

unless it’s damn near compelle~.

MR, COX: The question I wanted to ask is whether

you have told us ~lly, to the best of your recollection, about

this two-hour meeting?

MR. PETERSEN: We told him about the investigation.

We told him about John Dean. We discussed then Kleindienst’s

refusal. We discussed whether or not I was agreeable to taking

over the investigation. We discussed whether that would be

acceptable to the prosecutors. I said I thought it would, and



he said please check with them. We had some very harsh discus-

sion about his responsibilities with respect to Ehrllchman and

Haldeman and I felt very strongly he ought to get rid of them.

That went on in extenso. We had some discussion the prose-

cutors were even then meeting with Dean. I called the prose-

cutors from there and told them to meet me at my home. We did.

Ehrlichman then tried to get in touch with Dean.

MR, COX: Wait a minute. You are with the President.

MR~ PETERSEN: We left. Ehrlichman tried to get in

touch with Dean.

MR. COX: You mean while you were with Ehrlichman in

the White House?

MR~ PETERSEN: I was never with Ehrlichman. After

we left. We left on a note as to whether this was agreeable to

the prosecutors. Yes, I’ll check with them. I’ll meet them at

my house. I went out to my house. They came there. I met

them. They had just left John Dean. Dean’s lawyer called and

said Ehrlichman was trying to get in touch with him. Should he

meet with him, and I said no. The President wants to see you,

that’s fine. Dean sent back a message saying, one, he wouldn’t

meet with Ehrlichman; that the President wanted to meet with

him, fine -- what have you.

The President called me at my home and said I have

this message. Should I meet with Dean? And I said, Absolutely

I think you should. I think you ought to get first-hand from

John Dean what he is telling us about Ehrlichman and Haldemano

And the President did meet with John Dean around nine o’clock

that night.



MR. COX: Did you ever get a report from the Presi-

dent of what Dean told him?

MR. PETERSEN: That report is on tape, but I didn’t

want to hear it. The President said I could hear it if I

wanted to, but I couldn’t listen to that tape because we were

dealing with --

MR~ COX: You mean Dean, s conversation with the

President is on tape?

MR. PETERSEN: So I’ve been told.

MR. VORENBERG: You don’t have it?

MR, PETERSEN: I don’t have it.

MR. VORERBERG: But did you make notes of your con-

versation with the President?

MR, PETERSEN: Pardon?

MR. VORENBERG: You found out that Dean had met with

the President that night.

MR’ PETERSEN: The President called me and said, Do

you see any objection? I said, No, I do not see any objection.

MR~ VORERBERG: But then you say that he met with him

at nine that night, and I was Just asking you who told you

that?

MR. PETERSEN: The President told me that.

MR. VORENBERG: Afterwards did he tell you what went

on in the discussion?

MR, PETERSEN: No. Dean reported to him and he went

through it all, but he didn’t tell me. Only reason I knew

about the tape is that in the course of the conversation he

charged that the prosecutors were going to immunize Dean to get



Haldeman and Ehrlichman and they had agreed, and I said, That

isn’t so, that Dean had not been immunized. And he says, It’s

on tape. You can hear it if you want to. And I said, No,

Ill1 take your word for it. I said, I don’t want to hear that

tape because that’s between you and John Dean, and our dealings

with him are at armls length. We have no agreement with him

and if I get that information in that fashion, I am going to

raise all sorts of problems whether or not we have broken our

agreement with him. And I suggested that you meet with him so

that he could tell you flrst-hand -- he is still counsel to

the President -- what in the hell he’s been up to, and I don’t

want to hear it.

MR, VORENBERG: Did you make notes of your talk with

the President?

MR. PETERSEN: No, I did not. I made notes of the

information I gave him, but I did not make notes --

MR, VORERBERG: Of your discussion.

MR. PETEHSEN: You all have to excuse me. I don’t

know what the rules are for dealing with the President, you

know. I take it that they are somewhat along the lines of

attorney-client. So such time as I reasonably believe that the

President of the United States is in violation of the law, I

think I would honor that, just the same as I honor and have

honored for three years my recommendations to the Attorneys-

General even when I’ve disagreed with them. I haven’t gone out

and said, you know, I recommended thus and so and that no-

account did something else. And you all wouldn’t do that with

a client. The President stands in terms -- not under law I



don’t believe -- purely in terms of attorney-client relation-

ship, but I do think there areobllgatlons of fundamental

privilege that are involved there; and it seems to me that

something further has to arise in order to permit me to broach

that privilege to any substantial degree. And even at that

point, you know, I’m not at all sure what the materiallty is.

MR. COX: Well, this brings me back to the part that

was puzzling me before, because every time you say that, I

begin to wonder how complete your account is.

MR. PETERSEN: Fine. I don’t blame you.

you choose. I mean, how complete can the account be? You

know I didn’t record it. The only thing I’ve lodged in my

mind are the critical. I mean what critical things happened.

He said, I have put Petersen in charge. You know, in effect,

that’s it.

MR. COX: Let’s put the memorandum aside for the

moment.

Do whatever

MR. PETERSEN: I couldn’t turn and give him grand

jury information. We both agreed on that. Even he was aware

that that might create problems of integrity or.whatever

problems that might be involved in disclosure of grand jury

information. I am not sure of the answer to that.

To a large extent, subsequent conversations dealt

with the Ellsberg thing. In one instance we had a dispute.

MR. COX: I know, but I must get this matter of how

valid your account is clear in my mind. We are all clear about

the memorandum and I don’t wish to pursue that any farther.

Now, I was under the impression that you were giving me a full
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account to the best of your recollection.

MR. PETERSEN: I am giving you a full account to the

best of my recollection. I refuse to attribute any specific

statement to the President of the United States.

MR. VORENBERG:

statements to him.

MR. PETERSEN:

MR. VORENBERG:

MR. PETERSEN:

the line, Jim.

Well, let me put it this way:

But you’ve already attributed many

Generality, but I’m not quoting.

Well, some of them were very specific.

Well, all right. It’s hard to draw

If somehow or other I

am unfortunately leaving the impression that something dramatic

occurred that I am concealing, I am not.

all there is to it.

MR. VORE~ERG:

I am just not, that’s

Henry, if the President were to

instruct you or release you from this obligation, whatever it

is you feel, would you ~en be prepared to give us the memo-

randumand any other information?

MR. PETERSEN: Yes. But the memorandum is Just not

that important.

MR. VORENBERG: But it’s not just the memorandum

because you say you are not giving us the specifics of the

conversation. And what you are waiting for is if you get a

letter from the President telling you it’s okay to do it, then

you111 do it?

MR. PETERSEN: Yes.

MR. COX: Let me ask you one more question: After

the President’s interview with Dean, did his attitude toward



the charges against Ehrlichman and Haldeman change in any way?

MR. PETERSEN: I donft know the answer to that. We

had a number of discussions in which he would say, Yeah, I know

your opinion is that I ought to get rid of them, but I have to

think of more, of broader things. And I would concede that my

outlook was parochial. I had nothing to gain or lose by them

staying here and he was going to suffer more than I, you know,

if they were involved. That sort of thing.

MR. COX: Now, did he ever say, Dean doesn’t back

you up?

MR. PETERSEN: Oh, no. No. No. He did say Dean

never told me, or Dean didn’t do what he was supposed to do.

I was under the impression that Dean was looking into these

things. I never got the information. I never learned from

Dean that you and Kleindienst suggested he come out here or

you come out here to see me.

known but I didn’t.

MR. VORENBERG:

I didn’t know. I should have

Earlier you said that you got a sense

in some of these discussions that he was trying to convince you

that he had not known, that he was trying to exculpate himself.

I’m not sure just what.

MR. PETERSEN: Maybe my word, Jim; maybe my meaning

rather than word. I don’t want to believe the President of the

United States is involved. I still don’t. I shrink from the

idea. I am a little ashamed of my suspicions, to be perfectly

honest with you, because I don’t have any facts to back them

up. I don’t know whether anybody else does or not. I don’t

know of them. I was a little chagrined at his concern, you



know, to me.

put your finger on.

MR. COX:

about "Plumbers" operation?

It’s hard to put your finger on; it’s hard to

Was there any talk during this period

MR, PETERSEN: Talked about security. Talked about

Hoover had refused to go along. It Just didn’t make much sense

to me as he was recounting.

into the Ellsberg case then.

I mean I didn’t have -- I wasn’t

He mentioned Marx. I didn’t know

who Marx was. Marx was apparently ’s father-ln-law,

something of that nature. Hoover was reluctant to be in the

investigation and it was necessary to run them out. Not all of

it sunk in, to be perfectly honest with you, there wasn’t that

much concern. All of this arose in connection with the

Ellsberg matter because I had insisted through Klelndienst on

disclosure.

MR. COX: Now my memory is somewhat confused at the

moment. But my recollection is the President’s statement, I

guess, that he made last week spoke of Watergate was to be

vigorously investigated, that "Plumbers" operation was to be

kept out of --

MR. PETERSEN: I don’t know, not the "Plumbers", at

least to me.

MR. COX: Well, I am just trying to -- I’m not sure

who this was made to, to tell you the truth, and I was going

to ask whether any such instructions were ever given to you.

MR, PETERSEN: Not in those terms. On Wednesday, I

think was the 18th of April, he called me from Camp David, and

it was at that point that he raised this question of whether or



not the prosecutors had agreed to give Dean a pass -- who we

all agreed was culpable -- if Dean could, could implicate these

other two, the implication being that they are not implicated

and he’s implicated himself free. I said that wasn’t so, and

that was the point he brought up the tape, and he asked if it

had any relevance. And I said yes, I just got this memorandum

indicating that these guys burglarized the office of Ellsberg’s

psychiatrist. At that point he got angry and said, "Goddamn

it, you stay out of that. That’s national security. That’s

my business. It’s none of your goddamn business. Now you are

charged to investigate Watergate and you do that as thoroughly

as you can and you stay out of this other thing. You’ll blow

the Ellsberg investigation case." And, very frankly, I said,

Yes, sir. I called Silbert and I said, Silbert, he says we

are to stay out of it.

MR. VORENBERG:

MR. PETERSEN:

MR. VORENBERG:

What,s the date of this phone call?

April 18th.

This was on the phone. Was this the

first time, as far as you knew, that the President had been

told about the Ellsberg burglary?

MR. PETERSEN: He said he knew about that. Now

whether he knew about the burglary or whether he knew about

that general venture or Dean had told him the preceding Sunday,

I don’t know. I told Elliot, I’m not very good at cross-

examining Presidents.

MR. COX: No, I doubt that any of us are.

MR. PETERSEN: Well, you know, I then got a report

from my own people that said, one, that we had no such evidence



that could possibly have stemmed from the burglary and, two,

that in any event this was not producible.

MR, VORENBERG: I don’t understand the point you

are making. I didn’t hear it. You’ve got no evidence

MR, PETERSEN: There was a report from our people

that our files, the files of the FBI, contained no evidence

which would possibly have stemmed from the burglary of the

psychiatrist’s office, and in any event the suggestion was it

Just wasn’t producible under Brady because it didn’t go to

guilt or innocence and was procedural.

So I stewed with that several days and finally

decided, you know, that whether or not that was the precise

meaning of Brady, that was of considerable debate. In any

event in this type of a case, we had no alternative but to

produce. Whatever the rule should be, if we didn’t produce, it

would be something else as a result of our failure to disclose.

So I went up to Kleindienst and told him: I know you’re

reclused but, goddamn it, I have to talk to somebody. At that

point Sneed had refused to talk to me until everything was

made public, you know, so I had no one to talk to at all.

Kleindienst said, Well, I’m not reclused from Ellsberg, so

let’s talk about it. So we talked about it and finally

decided. He put the hypothetical to a couple of other people,

one of whom is Dean Griswold, and basically their opinion was

the same as mine. So he called up the President and we both

appeared resigned over the issue, and the President went along

with it.

MR. VORENBERG: This was done over the phone?



MR. PETERSEN: No, he went over to see the President

by himself.

MR, VORENBERG: You didn’t. Your only conversation

with the President on this issue was the call on the 18th?

MR, PETERSEN: Well, after Klelndlenst went there,

then we had some subsequent conversation, the President and I,

about it in which he said, Well, you know, I really didn’t

understand it was illegal. If we have to do it, we have to do

it. I wouldn’t want to do anything that would Jeopardize the

interest of the Justice Department, and what have you, and

that was it.~

MR. VORENBERG: Well, in that conversation you

acknowledge that he had known about it but he didn’t think it

was illegal?

MR, PETERSEN:

to me that he knew about the burglary per se until at or about

the same time as I told. Maybe a day or two before, maybe he

heard it from Dean. He certainly did acknowledge that he was

aware of the security operation in the White House.

No. no, no. He had never acknowledged

MR. VORENBERG:

MRj PETERSEN:

MR, VORERBERG:

How would he have heard it from Dean?

Dean met with him that Sunday night.

I would like to go back one second on

this because I am not clear.

don’t think I have the picture of Deanls role.

know about the Ellsberg break-ln?

MR, PETERSEN:

MR~ VORENBERG:

MR. PETERSEN:

I know a lot about Dean but I

How did Dean

I don’t know.

How did you find out about it?

Silbert told me.~



Silbert?

MR, VORENBERG:

MR. PETERSEN:

MR, VORENBERG:

How did Silbert find out about it?

Dean told him.

And that was -- When did Dean tell

MR, PETERSEN: I think on the 15th, April 15th. I

think Silbert told me on the 16th.

MR. VORERBERG: And he told him that in the course

of discussing their case and that just sort of came out?

MR. PETERSEN: He was trying to indicate what hot

information he had.

MR, VORENBERG: Hight. And then three days later

they came to you?

MR~ PETERSEN:

think.

event he told it to me on the phone, I think, and said I am

No. Silbert called me on the phone, I

I don’t think they told me that on Sunday. In any

So he told you the day he heard it?

I am not sure. Ifi he heard it on the

sending you a memorandum.

MR, VORENBERG:

MR, PETERSEN:

15th, he didn’t tell me until Monday. If he got it on Monday,

then he told me on a Monday. But in any event, he told me on

the phone and said I’m sending you a memorandum. I didn’t do

anything until I got the memorandum. The memorandum was dated

April 16th.

MR. VORENBERG: That is in this pile of papers, I

suppose?

MR~ PETEHSEN: Yes. That’s in the Watergate file.

MR. VORENBERG: When you told the President about the

Ellsberg break-in and he got angry at you and said, "Goddamn it~



stay out of that; that’s national security," it’s perfectly

clear, I take it, that either he had known about it for some

time or he had been told about it by Dean, because merely

telling him that it turned out that there had been a break-in

in Ellsberg’s psychiatrist’s office --

MR, PETERSEN:

MR. VORENBERG:

MR, PETERSEN:

Maybe, Jim.

Well, am I missing something?

No, I don’t think you are. But I

think there’s another possible explanation, whether or not it’s

the most reasonable one, and that is that he iknew about the

security operation. I know about that. That’s internal

security. Stay out of it -- as opposed to whether he knew

precisely about it. I don’t know the answer.

MR. VORENBERG: I’m just trying to understand it

myself. If it’s that he knew about the security operation,

then it’s evidence that he defined the security operation as

permitting something like the break-in of Ellsberg’s psy-

chiatrist’s office. Right?

MR. PETERSEN: Thatls a possible inference. I don’t

know. I didn’t pin him down on that. If you ask me what my

reaction is, he said I know about that. My reaction is yes, I

know about that incident to which you refer. But, you know,

that’s not a forced conclusion, that’s what I’m trying to say.

MR. VORENBERG: Well, he did not say anything to you

to indicate that Dean had told him?

MR, PETERSEN: No, that’s my conclusion.~ Since he

had met with Dean that Sunday night, I assumed that Dean told

him essentially the same thing he was telling our people and



that fact came out. Now whether or not that’s the truth, I

Right.

don’ t know.

MR. VORENBERG:

MR. COX: Well, let’s see. Through April 16 --

MR. VORENBERG: I would like to be clear on one

thing. The first you had any inkling about the Ellsberg break-

in was when you heard it from Silbert?~

That,s correct.

You didn’t know anything -- I mean

MR. PETERSEN:

MR. VORENBERG:

it was totally out of the blue?

Thatts right. For one thing, I didn’t~

That was an Internal Security case.

MR. PETERSEN:

have the Ellsberg case.

The Internal Security Division was disbanded some time in

March and then it became my responslbility.~ Even then I really

didn’t try to get involved in the thing because trial was in

its last days. There was just no need to until this informa-

tion came up, land then I had to get in with both feet.

MR. COX: Jim asked you the specific question about

the break-in to the psychiatrist’s office. I think the ques-

tion ought to be put a little more generally: Were you aware

of any covert security inquiries about Ellsberg?

MR. PETERSEN: No, sir, absolutely no.

You know, one-of the things that eternally plagues

us -- I mean this has been going on since the flood. It is no

great secret in this Government, whether you know about it

explicitly or not, that so-called covert operations are carried

out in connection with national security. You know under all

Presidents and under all administrations they’ve been going on.



Now, you know the great American public has blinders on with

respect to it, but it happens, and there is no foreign office

in the world, in my humble judgment, can run according to the

Ten Commandments. It doesn’t bother my mind at all that some

Russian espionage agent is going to be the victim of a "bag

job", so they say; it doesn’t bother me a bit. I would like

to think that there is some discrimination, some discriminating

judgment.J,~nvolved as to where in the hell they are utilizing

these techniques and in connection with what type of operation.

But one of the things thatls going to have to be addressed as

an aftermath of this is how security operations are going to

be conducted in the framework of the United States Government.

Now it seems to me that they are going to have to be done by

an entirely separate agency, supervised by a Joint committee of

the Congress, so that there will be some general sanction for

what otherwise would be considered activity beyond the pale.

It has to be addressed. Now the thing has been plaguing us

directly and indirectly for the past ten years.

MR. COX: I appreciate that when they know in a more

or less general way about the existence of some such opera-

tions. I wasn’t referring to that, but I was referring to

actual knowledge that such a thing was taking place with

respect to Ellsberg.

Ellsberg.

MR. PETERSEN: No,~sir, not in connection with

I had no information with respect to any specific

operation at all. In my entire career I Just didn’t get into

internal security affairs. I just don~t know. I hear discus-

sions about the techniques.



MR, VORENBERG:

MR. PETERSEN:

MR. VORENBERG:

whole operation?

MR. PETERSEN:

MR. VORENBERG:

MR. PETERSEN:

Did you know about the "Plumbers"?

No, sir.

This is the first you heard of that

In connection with Watergate?

Yes.

In connection with Watergate, yes,

that’ s the first I heard about the "Plumbers".

be fore ?

MR, VORENBERG:

MR~ PETERSEN:

MR. VORENBERG:

MR. PETERSEN:

Did you hear about them generally

Before Watergate?

Yes.

No, sir.

MR. COX: And never from Fat Gray?

MR. PETERSEN: No. I’m not even sure to this point

whether he knew about it either.

MR. COX: Well3 I guess we are ready to go ahead. I

think perhaps you Jumped a little ahead from the 16th when you

referred to there being a series of conversations with the

President about what he should do about Haldeman and Ehrlichman3

and I take it you canlt be more specific about dates and times.

Have you got any diary that would show these?

MR. PETERSEN: I’ve got dates for when I went over

there.

MR, COX: Do you recall them now, or do you mean you

could look them up?

tary.

MR, PETERSEN: I can dig them out or have my secre-



But, well, I mean there came a time when he wanted a

more detailed written statement of all the evidence available

against Ehrlichman and Haldeman, and I just had to tell him I

couldn’t produce, you know, that all of that additional infor-

mation was grand Jury and I just couldn’t give it to him. He

accepted that. There was no problem°

MR. COX: Anything else that he wanted that you

remember?

MR. PETERSEN: That’s all. Oh, the other thing he

wanted is was there any evidence against the presidency itself

or was anybody making any statements about the presidency. I

said, you know, to get evidence against the President, that’s

not my responsibility. I would turn it over to the House of

Representatives. You don’t have to worry about me. He

chuckled, and that was that.

MRo COX: Well, what happens next involving you, as

far as you are concerned?

MR. PETERSEN: Well, I think at that point the

following Saturday night the prosecutors decided that they had

to see me.

later.

April.

We came down here -- I guess it was two weeks

MR. VORERBERG: ~o weeks? I am up to the 18th of

MR, PETERSEN:

Saturday a week from the 15th, or a week following.

recall. Nothing dramatic happened in the interim.

That I ought to withdraw. We met in my office on

Saturday night and Dick Burke down there. And, well, I was

It was either the following Saturday,

I can’t



upset. And they decided I ought to withdraw because I might be

a witness. And I might be a witness on two scores: One, that

Magruder had informed after his grand Jury testimony, in which

he had lied, that he had passed, and they conjectured that.

And they had learned that he had been told this by Dean. And

they conjectured and I confirmed that Dean had asked me about

that and I said yes, Magruder testified, John. He was a good

witness in his o~n behalf. That is to say, he was readily

believable as a person, but the story about the money was just

too much. You know nobody believes that.

Well, and the other thing was that I would probably

have to testify with respect to John Dean giving Pat Gray

certain documents. We had a long discussion. I said, Well,

it’s too much. I’m too emotionally involved. I don’t agree.

You have to submit it to somebody else. They subsequently

wrote a memorandum to Elliot Richardson.

My own reaction was that they were then beginning to

run scared and they had to concede that, you know, they had

agreed that it was perfectly permissible for me to talk to the

President of the United States, but then they were having

second thoughts about it and they wanted to retrench, they

wanted to isolate themselves. They wouldn’t meet with anybody

unless all three were present.

tiono

MRj VORENBERG:

MR. PETERSEN:

Why were they scared?

I don’t know. That was just my reac-

an awful lot out in the press.

I think they were scared of the responsibilities.

Jim, it’s easy enough now, the thing’s broken, there’s

It’s awfully difficult, you



know, to sit back there and run an investigation on two big

asses at the White House -- if you will excuse the expression.

And we all agree that if they could, those two -- and they were

the guys reorganizing the Government -- if they could get rid

of the four of us, you know, and solve this thing, they would

happily do it, Haldeman and Ehrlichman. So I am sure they were

concerned. It’s a terrible responsibility.

MR. V0RENBERG: Could I ask one question? In the

sequence I didn’t understand why you said Sneed wouldn’t talk

to you.

MR, PETERSEN: When we made -- I got a call from

Sneed one day, and it was around the 16th, 17th, 18th, I don’t

know, 19th, 20th, some day after we were over the White House

on the 15th, and he wanted me to draft a statement stating that

Kleindienst had reclused himself and I was in charge of the

investigation. I drafted the statement, and the statement

indicated that I would report to the President of the United

States, that is to say, that we wouldn’t report to Ehrlichman

and Haldeman as in the case of the Government before. And in

the course of that, I said to Sneed, I hope you don’t take

offense at that; that doesn’t mean to exclude you. It simply

means that I am not going to report to Ehrlichman and Haldeman.

I said, Indeed, I would like to feel free to come up here and

discuss the whole thing with you. It is, I said, the greatest

constitutional crisis outside of the Civil War. And his com-

ment was~ No, I don’t want to get involved. I will not discuss

it with you until all the facts are made public.

MR’ VORENBERG: Well, did he explain why?
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MR, PETERSEN: Well, he said he didn’t want to get

involved. I said, Thank you very much. You know, who needs

it? So we didn’t discuss it.

MR~ COX: Now have we run through chronologically?

Well, you had some discussions with Elliot Richardson at some

point.

MR, PETERSEN: Well, about this memorandtun, which

also ought to be available in there, and why I should recluse

myself. Basically they in effect at that point, I think,

simply wanted to be the special prosecutor, wholly unsuper-

vised, free, and perhaps out of a sense o£ caution, distrust,

fear, you know, who knows what motivation? I don’t know. And

so at that point on I was the lame duck and I had to extract

information out of them, so the President wasn’t getting much

information out of me, I wasn’t getting much information from

them, and I told the President the situation was rapidly

deteriorating.

MR. COX: Then the prosecutor --

MR~ VORENBERG: There was no order entered on this.

They simply, on their own, said we are not going to do business

with Petersen?

MR. PETERSEN: No, there’s a memorandum to Elliot

Richardson, which you all have.

MR. VORERBERG:

Richardson act on it?

MR. PETERSEN:

he did not act on it.

far as I am concerned, You’re in charge.

Well, you heard about this, but did

I don’t know, No, to my knowledge,

All my conversations with him were, so

And he told them that.



He told Titus that.

MR. VORENBERG: But basically they continued to pro-

ceed on the basis of their memorandum in which they were

saying --

MR. PETERSEN: Well, nobody ever put it that way.

You know, if I called and demanded a specific item of informa-

tion, I would get it, but I had to pull it all out.

MR ~ VOREIVBERG:

MR. PETERSEN:

MR, VORENBERG:

MR, PETERSEN:

MR. VORERBERG:

MR~ PETERSEN:

What was the date?

Of the memorandum?

Yes.

I don’t know, Jim.

About the 21st, 22nd?

Thereabouts. At least ten days

before the President made his statement.

So we talked about the Special Prosecutor. And I

said, Well, I once opposed it, Kleindienst had favored it, and

I thought at that point that I had made a mistake. I had

thought and finally believed that the Department of Justice

was fully capable of doing this short of ~the involvement of the

President of the United States and that I was mistaken, not

because we lacked the capability -- I think you will find the

investigation relatively good -- but because it was a lack of

confidence and you cannot function without confidence. It’s

just that simple. So, at that point I told the President the

situation was rapidly deteriorating, that distrust was building

up, and there was objection on the part of the prosecutors of

my discussing the matter with him, however unpleasant it may be

to him, and I certainly had no objection in the world and,



indeed, I felt I was wrong in recommending against a Special

Prosecutor.

MR. VORENBERG:

MR, PETERSEN:

MR~ VORENBERG:

MR. PETERSEN:

MR, COX: Before Elliot was named?

MR. PETERSEN: Yes.

MR, VORENBERG:

This conversation took place when?

Before his speech.

Just before his speech?

Yes, a couple days.

Was it the fact of your conversations

with the President after the prosecutors told you about

Haldeman and Ehrlichman that led the prosecutors~to want you

out of the case?

MR, PETERSEN: I am not sure I understand your ques-

tion.

MR. VORENBERG: The two items on which you said you

would be a witness -- I~m sorry, on which they said you might

be a witness don’t seem to me to be very major and don’t seem

to have much to do with what was going on at that time.

MR’ PETERSEN: I agree with that, and I regarded this

as distrust of me and distrust of the President of the United

States, you know, and I told them that. They are people I’ve

known for years and they protested3 you know. Henry, we know

you3 welve got confidence in you, but. Now all we’re doing is

trying to save you embarrassment because if you have access to

all this grand jury testimony and thereafter you are going to

be a witness, in effect it’s a violation of the sequestration

rule. You’ve had access to all the testimony of the other

witnesses in there and you’re going to be called as a witness.



That’s nonsense.

MR. VORENBERG: Did they tell you they thought you

should not be talking to the President? Did they object?

MR. PETERSEN: They never said. I got very emotional

about it. I said, "Goddamn it, what you are objecting to is

my talking to the President of the United States." And I said,

"How in the hell can you say that when he had sense enough to

ask to have me check with you on that very issue?" Well, you

know, they sat there like three dummies. Well, it upset me.

I get emotional about it and I apologize. But those items

don’t seem to be that material either.

MR. COX: Anything more on that?

MR, VORENBERG: No.

MR. COX: Henry, go back, and this is a question that

really doesn’t involve your activities in terms of what you

did and what you said and who you talked to and so forth, but I

have heard talk, which I suppose I could follow down in other

places, about some occurrence back in February involving

Bittman, who was Hunt’s lawyer.

MR. PETERSEN: I don’t know much about that at all.

First of all, Bill Bittman is a very good friend of mine. When

he agreed to represent Hunt, fortunately it was reported in

the paper and we had a golf date and I broke it. We broke it

by mutual consent because we felt it would be ill advised for

Hunt’s counsel and me to be playing golf together. And I

haven’t seen him socially at all since he represented Hunt,

except on one occasion when I saw him in some bar.

Sometime in February he called me on the phone and



said that he had been informed allegedly by a newspaper

reporter that McCord had given a statement to the Senate in

which McCord said that Hunt’s wife had told him, McCord, that

Bittman had levied a number of extortionate demands on the

White House which were delivered through 01Brlen. And I said,

Bill, have you talked to Silbert about this? And he said no.

And I said, Well, there’s not anything that I can do about it

now. Call me Monday morning. I was at home on the week-end.

On Monday morning I called Silbert and asked him, and he said

basically that’s so and he said we don’t know what to make of

it and I am the one who told Bittman. And I called Bittman

back and said, Bill, there’s not anything I can or would do

about the thing.

MR. COX: Where did Silbert get this from?

MR, PETERSEN: Apparently (pause). I assume ~rom

McCord, but I can’t be precisely certain at this point.

MR, COX: Well, I heard something about the sugges-

tion was that the money be paid through a Cuban refugee com-

mittee. Does that ring any bell?

MR. PETERSEN: Not in connection with the Bittman

thing.

discussed this case with 0’Brien at all.

same bar dinner, Just passing, no.

MR~ COX: Or 0’Brien?

MR. PETERSEN: No, I don’t know 0’Brien. I’ve never

I met him also at the

But there were two things in connection with the

Cuban committee. One, after the story came up, I heard no more

about it. I don’t know how much Bittman’s involved or not



involved or its truth or falsity. I mentioned it to the

President. The President said yes, that he had heard about it

and he had told Dean that that was blackmail.

Then the other thing came up with the Cuban committee

was just before Pat Gray left and I asked Ruckelshaus to double

check on this and I assume he did. Gray came to me and said he

had received information from the CIA that money was being

given to Cubans down in Florida for the express purpose of

having those Cubans then donate that money to a Cuban fund for

the defense of these people, and I said investigate it, and I

never got a report. I asked Ruckelshaus to check on it, and

frankly I have never gotten a report from him. Now the source

is supposed to be again a very hot source of the CIA who is

not in a position to furnish additional information, or at

least to corroborate this one way or another, and cannot be

exposed. I haven’t gotten any report on it. I don’t know what

happened~

MR. COX: As I understand it, at some point the

President said to you --

MR. PETERSEN: Dean had told him about this.

MR. COX: Had told him about 0’Brien’s, or about

Bittman’s levying demands on O’Brien.

MR. PETERSEN: But that was sometime in March.

MR. COX: I see.

MR. PETERSEN: Apparently he had this discussion with

Dean at or about the time he had asked Ehrlichman to take over

from Dean and examine into this thing. Well, of course,

Silbert says Ehrlichman did a great job, that he knows about

- 56 -



him fo~?

like that.

hell.

everything. Of course, he had Dean in there; he had Magruder

in there; and he had Mitchell all in there Just the days

before we got to see the President. His investigation, I take

it, was very complete. I don’t know that. I can’t prove it.

You know Mitchell was at the White House; according to news-

paper sources he saw Ehrlichman. T~e President says Ehrlichman

conducted an investigation when he found out that Dean hadn’t,

you know, sometime from March 21st on. Magruder, I think

Silbert told me, was allegedly over at the White House to be

interviewed by Ehrlichman. Now this was the week preceding

the 15th.

MR. COX: Did the President refer to Ehrlichman’s

investigation in his conversations with you?

MR. PETERSEN: Yes. He had asked Ehrlichman to look

into it.

MR. COX: Did you ever have any conversation about

Ehrlichman’s looking into it when Ehrllchman was charged? I

mean, was this a subject of comment?

MR. PETERSEN: No. I mean these things would cause a

pregnant silence. You don’t sit there and tell the President

of the United States, Goddamn it, what are you doing that to

I told you he was a nudnick. You don’t say things

You just scratch your head and wonder what in the

MR. VORENBERG:

then, had you?

MR. PETERSEN:

MR. COX:

You hadn’t told him he was a nudnick

On April 15th we did.

Wel!, my last question related to the



period after April 15th. He understood it that way and I

understood it that way.

MR. PETERSEN: That’s right.

MR. COX: Henry, come back again to Bittman and

0’Brien and Dean, and you say the President mentioned a con-

versation with Dean. Did he say whether Ehrlichman was

present?

MR. PETERSEN: No, I don’t know. He did not. And I

don’t know whether he was or not.

MR. COX: Are you sure he didn’t?

MR. PETERSEN: Well, I don’t recall he did.

MR. COX: Are you sure you don’t recall?

MR. PETERSEN: I am sure I don’t recall. I am not

holding out on you. I am telling you the substance of these

things.

MR. COX:

a little bit.

Now I was going to Jump to a quite different subject

unless you want to pursue this.

MR. VORENBERG: No. I just want to ask this one

thing.

Bittman never discussed this with you, you never

heard this from Bittman?

MR. PETERSEN: I never had any discussion with

Bittman about this case at all except that one telephone call

where he was very concerned about his own reputation.

MR. VORERBERG: And that took place when?

MR. PETERSEN: It was on a week-end at or about the

I was just trying to prod your recollection



time McCord first testified, and I called him back on the

following Monday and told him, Look, I can’t do anything about

it.

MRo VORENBERG:

MR. PETERSEN:

I don’t have that many calls to Bittman. I’m sure you can run

that one down.

MR. VORENBERG: But isn’t that about the time that,

according to the story, he approached 0’Brien to try to raise

some money?

MR. PETERSEN: I don’t know because I don’t know

when he approached O’Brien to try to raise some money. I

don’t know that detail. As it was given to me, this was after

Dorothy Hunt’s death and allegedly related to McCord by

Dorothy Hunt.

MR. VORENBERG: When did she get killed?

MR. PETERSEN: She died in that airplane crash some-

time between conviction and sentence, which means in that six-

week interval. It’s of record. I can’t pin it down.

Was~there ever any investigation intoMR. COX:

that crash?

This was when?

In February or early March, I suppose.

MR. PETERSEN: The Bureau investigated it.

MR. COX: They did?

MR. VORENBERG: The CAB is now investigating it in

connection with her death.

MR. PETERSEN: The Bureau has it under investigation.

More significant is a memorandum I sent you today in connection

with that Davis thing. Whether or not you’ve gotten it or seen



it, I don’t know.

MR. COX:

thought about it.

I just glanced at it; I haven’t really

Now, I wanted to jump for Just a minute to the Vesco

business.

MR. PETERSEN: I can’t help you much there. The

Vesco investigation was run entirely by the Southern District

of New York.

MR. COX: But they came down, didn’t they?

MR. PETERSEN: They came down and gave an oral

description of the offense and the implication of John Mitchell

and Maurice Stans on the afternoon before indictment, and

present were me, Shapiro, Al Hantman, John Keeney for the

Department of Justice and Sylvia Milam [sic] and Seymour and

Rusty Wing and another Assistant, whose name I have forgotten.

They presented no paper, no prosecutor memorandum, clear to

indict and we went right to the guts of the matter, the evi-

dence involving Stans and Mitchell; and, off course, what they

have is a circumstantial evidence case involving obstruction

of justice and involving an attempt to obstruct justice, which

obviously as an obstruction was not successful. And basically

the scheme involved the passage of money to Stans and the per-

formance of favors by Mitchell, having knowledge that the

money passed~

Critical to this was Cook and the SEC, and this was

the only aspect that I disagreed with: They proposed to indict

him for perjury on several counts, and basically he had

perjured himself. I always thought that was a matter of funda-



mental fairness. I disagreed on that basis. Their retort was,

Well, he purged himself on those counts but we had to pry it

out of him; he hasn’t come clean on the rest. And they finally

agreed not to indict him and to try and persuade him to

testify. He subsequently has agreed to testify and has come

clean and, of course, he sharpens and strengthens the case

against Stans immeasurably. All of this was conditioned on his

resigning because we felt that he was unfit to hold the office

he occupied. He didn’t. He resigned more, I am told, from the

pressures exerted on him by a congressional committee than us,

which was fine because it was a very delicate matter for us to

threaten him with indictment if he doesn’t resign.

MR. COX: Well, this is what I thought; this is what

I sort of wondered about. What I meant was I wondered how you

could --

MR° PETERSEN: Well, the way that we put it was to

put it delicately without clubbing him over the head with it,

and Seymour is sophisticated enough to do that, but fortunately

we didn’t come to that because he resigned because of congres-

sional pressures. But at the same time they did make it clear

that he would have to choose between being a witness or

defended and he chose to be defended.

MR. VORENBERG: Did you have any conversation with

anybody else in the Government or outside about whether Cook

should be indicted?

MR. PETERSEN: No, absolutely not, absolutely none.

I only had two discussions with respect to Vesco. On one occa-

sion John Mitchell called Kleindienst, Kleindienst called me.



And the story was that Rusty Wing wanted all John Mitchel!’s

records while he was in office as Attorney General, and I told

Kleindienst I thought that request was much too broad, and

either I or John Keeney, Chief of the Frauds Section, got in

touch with Rusty Wing up in New York and said, Now look, you

are entitled to what you need but, you know, narrow your

request to that which is germane to your case; you’re not

entitled to a man’s records for all the time he’s Attorney

General of the United States. Wing said, Fine, you are right,

and I will get in touch with Mitchell and tell him what I want.

We left it to him from there on in.

In the course of that conversation, they told me

Richardson was the principal witness, and I called Kleindienst

back and told him that they were developing the case, that

Richardson was a witness. And he said, Will you call John

Mitchell, and I said no, I would not. I didn’t think it would

be appropriate for me to call John Mitchell.

MR. COX: What Richardson are you referring to?

MR. PETERSEN: Richardson is a fellow involved in the

Sears-Vesco matter. He is one of the insiders who is now and

has been cooperating.

I told Kleindienst it would be inappropriate for me

to call Mitchell. I gathered from Mike Seymour that Kleindienst

did call Mitchell and as things go and that sort of thing, the

word got back to Seymour, and Seymour told me about it. And

that is one of the reasons, I guess, that Seymour wants to

interview Kleindienst in connection with the Vesco thing.

MR. COX: I take it that the disposition with respect



to Cook was -- Did you persuade them or was it a matter of

your simply not authorizing the indictment?

MR. PETERSEN: Well, I guess I persuaded them. You

know you really don’t in these jobs, you don’t direct as you

do foremen obviously. I told them, one, that I wouldn’t do it,

that I recommended against it; I thought it was a matter of

ftmdamental fairness and I thought they ought to go back and

consider. Seymour called me the next day and said, Look, we

got a split vote up here, the majority’s on your side, so we’re

going to proceed. And we discussed, then, what the technique

should be. Well then, he called back subsequently and said,

Well, you know, he still hasn’t come through. And then we

worked at it and I says well, fine, you know, if he doesn’t

come and you want to indict him, that’s up to you~ I would

not indict him.

MR. COX: Did you want to add anything to that, Henry?

MR, PETERSEN: No, I said I would not indict him,

and literally and technically the law’s on their side. The mere

fact that a man purged himself doesn’t make it any the less

perjury, but it doesn’t seem to me that accords with the

spirit of the law. I said that technicality is on your side.

I said I think you are going to get reversed if you keep

pressing this type of case. Now I wouldn’t bring it, you know.

Since technicality is on your side, I leave the decision up

to you. He subsequently called back and said he has come

through. You know, fine. We’re all agreed. That was it.

MR. COX: Jim, do you have any other things you

think we ought to go into this evening?



MR. VORENBERG: My problem is that there is an awful

lot to digest, so my worry is that if we string it out, we may

be wasting Henry’s time and our own too, when in fact we are

all going to be here and we can just pick up at another time.

MR, PETERSEN:

you’re going to be here.

Well, you’re going to be here, and ~

I’ve decided what I’m going to do,

and I think it’s appropriate for you all to know.

MR. COX: Hold on a minute. Do you want him to stop

taking it?

MR, PETERSEN: That’s up to you. I don’t care.

MR. COX: I don’t see any reason to put on the

tape -- Take what I say now. I don’t see any reason to put on

the tape any personal information that you are giving us about

your plans. So, let’s stop the transcription at this point.

(Whereupon at 9:~B p.m., the reporter was dismissed.)
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TO :

FROM :

DATE :

RE :

MEMORANDUM

Archibald Cox

James; ~

June~ 2, 1973

Week commencing May 29 and concluding June i, 1973

This memorandum is being written for your files, if

you deem it appropriate to keep and record the matters covered

in this memorandum. In view of the sensitive nature of this

investigation, however, I am not retaining a copy~~

As you know, my work during this week consisted

almost entirely of reviewing files in the U. S. Attorney’s

office and in meeting with you, Mr. Vorenberg and Phil ~man~

and then in meetings with Silbert, Glanzer and Don Campbell.

First, I wish to record that the Silbert group has

made decisions prior to your assuming control of their activities

that may limit your options somewhat and may cause problems

in any future prosecutions. ~~e Silbert group (herein-

after referred to as Silbert) has had a number of conferences
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with Dean and his counsel and has received information from

Dean on condition that nothing said by Dean or his counsel

in these conferences will be used against Dean and that no

information secured by leads from the information given by

Dean and his counsel will be used against Dean. This is.in,

effect, an informal "use immunity" and create~ .~~ and

~ lead to future problems. The first problem, of course,

is whether you are bound by these commitments of Silbert and

my judgment at this point is that you probably are bound.

This means that in any future prosecution against Dean it

will be necessary to establish that the evidence adduced

against him was secured by sources totally independent of

any revelations by Dean or his counsel to Silbert. Silbert

advises me he is in a position to establish this.~"

Silbert also advises me, and I am quoting verbatim

his statement ¯

"~ ,~ dealt with L. Patrick Gray in such a

manner already it would be unfair to indict him

for any offense about which he has conferred

with S~~, unless it is later established

that he concealed information, told half-truths

or lied."
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Silbert advised he did not think ~o:::should be prosecuted

just described was

and that one basis for his dealing with ~: in the manner

his conviction that ~ should not be a

defendant.

Silbert also advised me that his dealings with

Colson and his counsel had approached the same status as that

just described with respect to Gray.

I did not seek further clarification from Silbert

of his positions with respect to Gray and Colson but did

advise him on Friday morning, June i, 1973, that he was to

make no further decisions with respect to who might or might

not be a potential defendant without conferring with me, Phil

~man~ or someone representing your position. I advised Silbert

I must have a commitment on this proposition and he readily

agreed that from this point on he would not get in any such

position with anyone that would hinder any prosecution of

any possible person without getting our clearance.

With respect to Gray and Colson, I do not believe

you are bound to eliminate them as potential defendants, as

Silbert informed me no representation had been made to them

they would not be prosecuted in order to secure testimony. His

-3-
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positions in regard to Gray and Colson resulted from attitudes

assumed in various conferences with Gray and Colson and their

counsel rather than any promises expressed or implied.

Silbert and I discussed the bases for his conduct

and approach to Dean, Gray and Colson and I think in fairness

to him this should be put in this memorandum. Apparently,

when Dean came in. and talked to Silbert the investigation was

at a standstill and there was great need

Apparently the information Dean had could move the investigation

forward and a decision was made to take information from this

individual with~i~mmitment outlined above. Given the position

~:’i""~:’of’ Silbert, I think it is difficult at thisand ~s

point to criticize this decision. The approaches and posi-

tions of Silbert with respect to Gray and ~olson resulted

from a prosecutor’s view that to move a prosecution forward you

formation at hand and treat other individuals with relevant

information as witnesses and not prospective defendants.

Again, given the position and ~e of Silbert one cannot

be too critical of the decisions made.

-4-
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~NI~E STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DEPARTMENT OF JusTICE

TO :Archibald Cox, Special As~stant
to the Attorney General

Attn: Mr. Tom McBride

DATE: June 4, 1973

FROM :Go Allen Carver, Jr., Attorney
% -~.General Crimes Section

Criminal Division

177-16-8

SUBJECT:POSt Watergate Trial
Grand Jury Testimony

The following list of summarized testimony and
that which remains to be summarized is provided in
response to your request. The list includes all
post-Watergate trial grand jury testimony that has
been received from the United States Attorney for
the District of Columbia.

Summarized

Witness Date of Appearance

Barker, Bernard L.
Caulfield, John J.
Chapin, Dwight L. ,.,,’f, A~ril Ii, 1973
Harmony, Sally "" "" I
Helms, Richard McGar...~.~H" ,...,,,i
Hunt, E. Howard ~arch 27, 28, ¯29,

April 5, 19~ 1973
Kalmbach, Herber~["~..oi" (Apri!?).oo|
La Rue, Fred C4j°°’ /¯ April.ooO.’I~, 1973
Liddy, Georg.ej~o~d’on ..-’I I
Magruder, J~ S~" ....-’ ..M~y 2, 1973
Martinez ,..;i.~u.g-gnio Rola.ndo
McCord,..-~m~°~ W., Jr-~".,. ...... ,,-I

I
Mo,~. ~a,;’" PowellilAlan ....... Unknown
oaie  Robe~"�.,--;"Jr ....... I I¯

"          - ......... U~known,,::::p.anarite;S T,.siivia .......
,,:,’:",.,-Rei,s.l~-r)...--l~bbert F,..--~iian April Ii, 1973

..;"’~i-"".i ,    " "i April 12, 1973
;:.,"~i-’" ,.,"" ,.::~cha~i ,.-.-G6iedon ..April Ii, 1972

......... . ......................................
.,::!!!!!!:::: ................... .

FOIA(b)3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

(73?)
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Remains to be summarized

Witness Date Of Appearance

Barker, Bernard L.
Caddy, Michael Douglas
Ehrlichman, John /.’" May 3~ .9~. !.4.~. 1973
Gonzalez, Virgilio
Haldeman, Harry Robbins
Hunt, E. Howard /° o/ Ma~ 2, 1993
Kalmbach, Herbert W;i/
Liddy, George Gordoh oo/
Mardian, Robert C.~/ 0.o/
Martinez, Eugeni4 R.~iandQ°/ ~ _
Se~retti, Donald .H~oo/    April ii, 1973

;’ . April 27r May 16r 1973
/ Sturgis, .Fr~nM" A./°’°

~’ | .... April 24, 1973

£OIA(b)3 - Ru~e 6(e), £ede~a} Ru~es o~ C~imina~ Procedure



~EPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO Honorable Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor

DATE

FROM : Earl J. Silbert
~.~ Principal Assistant

- United States Attorney

SUBJECT: News Media Publicity re Henry Petersen

June 5, 1973

Recent news media publicity, particularly an
article in today’s New York Times, indicates that
Henry Petersen is a subject of the investigation into
the Watergate coverup.

This news media publicity is tremendously
disturbing. While, as you know, it is our belief
that Mr. Petersen is a necessary witness to the
obstruction of justice perpetrated by the White
House, particularly with respect to the conduct of
John Dean, there is absolutely no evidence known to
the grand jury investigation that Mr. Petersen partic-
ipated in, contributed to, or knew of any coverup. It
would be totally unfair in my view and that of my
associates, Mr. Glanzer and Mr. Campbell, to permit
the totally misleading effects of this news media pub-
licity to reflect adversely on a man whose long record
of public service has been characterized by integrity
and devotion to law enforcement.

co: Henry E. Petersen



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT OF J ..~, j. ICE

TO : Mr. John Keeney DATE: June 5~ 1973
Chief, Frauds Section
Criminal Division

~RO~S : Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor

su~j~c~r: Investigation of Possible Election Law or Related Violations. Within
the Jurisdiction of the. Special Prosecutor

Your attention is directed t;o the Attorney General’s Order and
~)irective of May 31, 1973, attached. In,your memorandum of May 21,
1973, to Mr. Petersen, a number of matters presently being handled
by the Election Unit are listed. Until such time as decisions are
made as to wi~ether th’e Water’gate Special Prosecution Force wi!l
assume day-to-day responsibi.lity for the handling of these and
related mattera, it is requested that the Criminal Division attorneys,
and U. S. At.torneys, presently a.ssigned cont.inue t~ handle these
pending matters, reporting only to me.

I also am requesting~ by copies of this memorandum, that the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and the General Accounting Office
pursue all potentially significant avenues of investigation which
may produce evidence of violations of election or any other laws in
connection with receipts and disbursements of the Finance Committee
to Re-elect the President or other con~nittees, groups or individuals
connected with 1972. Presidential campaign fundi.ng. It is requested
that priority be given to:

the investigation of the activities of 9onald
Segretti and any others engaged in similar
campaign sabotage or e~gionage activities which
may be in violation of Federal election laws-or
any other Federal laws;

¯ the Robert Allen investigation (Gulf Chemical)

¯ the $600,000 Texas contributions;

. the "Dairy producer" contribution;

¯ the $9,000 Herbert Porter disbursement;

. the "Haiphong ad" matter; and to

the matters referred by GAO on May 18, 1973, involving
the Finance Committee to Re-elect and Messrs. Kalmbach
LaRue, Strachan and others.



Recognizing tile seriousness of allegations made and the
complexity and urgency of investigation ofthese_, matters, I
have directed Mr. Thomas F. McBride, Special Assistant to
the Special Prosecutor, to coordinate investigations and prose-
cutive activities in this area. Attorneys of the Frauds Section
assigned to these matters should keep i~Ir. McBride advised of
the progress of these matters. Investigative and other requests
to the FBI, GAO or other Federal agencies should go through
Mr. McBride. I have instructed Mr. McBride to meet with the "
Justice Department atto!~neys, representatives of the General
Accounting Office and the Federa.l Bureau of Investigation to
further coordinate investigation Qf the above matters.

Attachment

Copy to: Director, FBI ¯
Comptroller General
U. So Attorney, Middle District of Florida
U. S. Attorney, So. District of Texas



~lJ \~Henry Peterson Interview

June 6, 1973

I have reviewed the transcript of the interview of Assistant
Attorney General Henry Peterson by Archibald Cox and James
Vorenberg conducted in the evening of M~y29, 1973. Today I
also had a brief discussion wlthMr. Peterson concerning cer-
tain matters discussed in that interview.

In the interview Mr. Peterson states that during the Grand Jury
investigation into the break-ln of the Democratic National Head-
quarters at Watergate he would receive a summary report from    j~
the prosecutors usually every evening of the matterst~~~
during the day. Mr. Peterson stated that generallytJohn Dean
would call him the next morning and he would give Dean a thumb-
nail sketch of the information relayed to him by Mr. Silbert
the previous evening. This is set forth in the transcript
referred to above as are the reasons for the contacts with
Mr. Dean.

In addition to that Mr. Peterson told me of an interview of
Mr. Dean by Mr. Silbert that occurred in Mr. Peters� s suite
in December of 1972. He stated that Dean told him ave ~n
documents to L. Patrick Gray of the FBI, but documents
had nothing to do with the Watergate Case. Mr. Peterson advised
Mr. Dean that he should explain this to the prosecutors and
should advise Mr. Gray that he had so advised the prosecutors.
(It is my understanding now that the documents delivered by
Mr. Dean to Mr. Gray were certain cables forged by Mr. Hunt
purporting to show an involvement by the late President Kennedy
in the assassination of Diem of South Vietnam.)

In view of the statements made by Mr. Peterson in the interview
of May 29, 1973 and the statements made by Mr. Peterson to me
today, I do not believe it necessary to call Mr. Peterson before
the Grand Jury prior to Mr. Dean’s testimony before the Ervin
Committee pursuant to use immunity, it being my understanding that
the only reasons for calling Mr. Peterson at this time would be to
secure his testimony regarding his contacts with Mr. Dean during
the period of the investigation of the Watergate matter.



June 7, 1973

Mr. Samuel Dash
Select Committee on Presidential

Campaign Activities
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.

Dear Sam:

When we talked last week you requested that we give
attention to the matters raised in Mr. Silbert’s
letter to you of May 16 relating to your request for
documents or records. As I am sure you realize your
request is very broad. I would appreciate it if at
your convenience w~ could sit down together to see
if it is possible for you to specify what particular
items in the broad categories listed may be of sub-
stantial importance to you.

With best wishes.

Sincerely,

JV: rk

James Vorenberg
Assistant Special Prosecutor



GOVERNMENT

! dgm
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO Archibald Cox
~ecial Prosecutor

DATE:    JIi128 8 !97~

FR~J Henry E. Petersen
~     14~ssistant Attorney General

Criminal Division

SUbjeCT" Intelliqence Evaluation Committee

As you undoubtedly know, an Intelligence
Evaluation Committee, comprised of representatives
of various departments and agencies of the Federal
Government, was established in late 1970 or early
1971, apparently as a result of a White House decision.

For your information in connection with your
current responsibilities, I am transmitting herewith
a file folder containing a number of original memoranda
and other documents relating to the formation of this
Committee. The file folder was kept in the safe of
former Assistant Attorney General Robert C. Mardian
until he left the Department in about May of 1972,
at which time the custody of the file was transferred
to Assistant Attorney General A. William Olson, who
succeeded Mardian. The folder recently came into my
custody as a result of the abolition of the Internal
Security Division and the reassignment of its functions
to the Criminal Division.

Also contained in the folder was a xerox copy
of a 43 page document entitled "Special Report,
Interagency Committee on Intelligence (Ad Hoc)"
dated June 1970. This document is also a copy of one
of the same documents which was retrieved by order of
Judge Sirica from the safe deposit box rented by
John Dean. The document is classified "Top Secret -
Handle via Commint Channels Only." Whenever you wish
a copy of this document, we will arrange for the
appropriate security clearance for whoever on your
staff will be the custodian of it.
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6/7/73

TO: Tom
Peter

FROM: George

RE: First Cut at List of Events Within SP’s Jurisdiction

I

I. Watergate break-in and busging - - authorization/prior knowledse

A. Prior approval: the 1/27/72 "million dollar" LIddy/Dean/Mitchell/
Magruder meeting; the 2/4/72 "half a million" meeting; third
meeting mentioned by LaRue; Key Bscayne approval by Mitchell in
early April 1972.

B. Possible knowledge by WH aides through approval memos sent by
Magruder to Strachan, or through Dean, or through Mitchell.

C. Possible knowledge by other ~P aides.

D. Employment of Hunt

E. ~nsuccessful attempts: McGovern HQ (2); other?

F. First Watergate DNC break-in

G. Circulation of wiretap and photo fruits of first break-in, to Mitchell,
Strachan, other WH or CRP aides.

H. Second break-in and arrest.

II. Watergate break-in and bugging - - payment

A. Non-reporting of funds: campaign finance law violations.

B. Sources: Gulf Resources investigation, grand jury.

C. Sources: Dahlberg/Andreas investigation

D. Sources: other?

E. Extent of involvement and/or knowledge of disbursements to Liddy
(of first $ 86,000; later amounts) by Stans, Sloan, Mitchell, etc.

III. Watergate break-in and buggin$ - - cover-up

A. California meetings, 6/17, 6/18/72

B. Removal of Magrud~er documents at CRP by Odle and Reisner

C.O ~struction of documents at CRP by Liddy; others?



Event List 2

Reoroduced at ;he Nattonai A~clwes

D. Subsequent destruction of Gemstone materials by Magruder

E. Liddy/Moore visit to Kleindienst at Burning Tree, and his instructions
to Petersen

F. Knowledge of Liddy involvement by CRP aides, WH aides, at early date

F. Hunt’s viist to the WH, destruction of materials there

~. "Cover-up meetings" in DC 6/19/72 and 6/24/72 involving, variously,
Mitchell, LaRue, Dean, Magruder, Mardian, Stans

H. Dean instructions through Liddy (?) to get Hunt out of country

I. CIA link: meeting where, in He~s presence, Walters instructed to
call off Gray. Subseuqent pressure by Dean. Gray phone calls, etc.
Gray instructions to agents to hold off on some interviews, etc.

J. Meetings 8/12-15 to arrange cover story re $ 250,000 concerning Liddy
for Magrudgm’s second grand jury appearance.

K. Porter/Sloan/Magrud~r perjury accusations; negligence by AU~

L. Meetings 9/12/72 to arrange cover story for third Magruder grand
jury appearance about the three Gemstone meetings

M. Payments to defendants, see Campbell’s chart and testimony of Larue,
Kalmbach, ~lasewicz.

- - sources
- - method of distribution
- - what understandings communicated?

N. Offers of clemency to McCord, others

O. The "Dean investigation"

P. Dean’s meetings, if any, with RMN

Q. The "Hrlichman investigation?

R. Haldeman role after February 1973

IV. Sesretti and other campaign disruptions

A. Florida indictment

B. Other Segretti activities - - method of payment by Kalmbach; knowledge
by Chapin and other WH aides of specifics; Colson role.

C. Colson’s forged cables
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Events List 3

D. "Haiphong ad"

’? E. The Muskie chauffeur (not yet brought in)

~V~ Fielding (Los Angeles) Break-in

A. CIA authorization of help to Hun= .source Erlichman phone call?

B. Authorization by Erlichman, in writing, of break-Nn, to Krogh and Young

C. Payment for expenses through Colson and Baroody - - who knew, requested it?

D. Failure to report break-in after accomplished

VL. Other Plumbers activities

Wiretaps on newsmen, N~ .staffers, others?

B. Hughes/Greenspun project

C. Other reported break-ins: Brookings’ undergournd newspapers, NAAC_P LDF.

D. The Huston project: was any of it ever funded?

E. Activities of Ulasewicz, prior to 1972.,

VII. Pmmter-Reisner caseh fund, authorized by Mitchell, pre& prll 1972

VIII..Campaign financing violations generallX

A. Source of cash payments received by Sloan before April 7

B. Dairy contribution , carpet contribution, etc. e~c. etc.

C. Campaign financing act violations arising specifically out of Watergate
cover-up operations.

IX. Vesco Case

X. ITT: Involvement of Case¥/Dean/Mitchell~ ITT officials
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DEPAI<TMI?,NT OF JUSTICE

June 8, 1973

In an early discussion Silbert referred to a memorand~um
(or research) on the power to indict the President which
he had done late in May. Could you check to see if you
can get a copy, notes, etc?
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Form DJ-~ 50
(Edo 4-26-65)

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO    " File

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

DATE: June 8, 1973

FROM :    James Vorenberg

SUBJECT:    Meeting with Senate Select Committee Staff

Vorenberg and Neal met with Dash and Thompson at 2:00 p.m.
today in Dash’s office. The following four matters were
discussed.

i) V and N requested that before testifying Magruder and
Dean be asked if they object to television and be advised
of their rights under Senate Rule 35. After some discussion
Dash and Thompson agreed that they would raise this request
with Ervin and Baker and recommend that it be complied with.
in executive session. They will let us know promptly whether
Magruder and Dean waive. Dash says that he predicts Dean
will not object to publicity but does not know about Magruder.

2) Neal laid out our concerns about immunizing Strachan. He
said Strachan is a different situation than Magruder and Dean;
we need more investigation. Dash described what they have
from Strachan and said they see him more as a messenger than
as a principal. It was agreed that since the Committee will
not reach Strachan for about a month, we will let the matter
ride after requesting the twenty day extension and take it
up near the end of that period when we may have a clearer
picture.

3) With respect to exchanging information on Dean, Vorenberg
and Neal said they do not want to discuss the Committee’s
information re Dean until we have tied down our case. Dash
said he has not raised with Dean’s lawyer giving Dean permis-
sion to talk to us - that much of his information from Dean
is on a "non-interview" basis, i.e., that Dean was "not waiving
anything." Thompson mentioned that Dean had given information
to Senator Weicker with no restriction. Dash did not know
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that such information had been given ([). V and N did not
want Weicker’s information until the case tied doom in
case some question as to basis on which Weicker got it
was raised.

4) Re May 22 letter from Dash to Silbert - It was agreed
that we would find out from Silbert what materials covered
in the May 16 letter he has and would pursue the matter
further with Dash. V made it clear that in light of the
Committee’s laying everything in the open we might have
some problems about turfing over some items. Dash says he
thinks the Committee is entitled to it all and could have
subpoenaed it. The issue was left open for the present.



JV:rk
3une 8, 1973

The Honorable Sam J. Ervin
Chairman, Select Committee on

P ~ ~ampalgn Activities

member of the Sel
~s~aff ~i~ly se~ed by Senator Baker and

gation of the Water ~and its ramifications,
summmries when the

discussed this matter with Mr. Dash in a recent

suggested, that two or three senior staff mem/~rs
jointly selected by you and Senator Baker should be
given aQcess to such material. Please let me know the
names of such staff members.

With respect to the suggestion that all members of the
Committee should h~ve access to the new materials, I
find it troublesome to have the n~mbers of persons
with euQh a~cess substantially increased. I would
hope t~t on reflection you w~ould ~onclude that in
view of the increased number of staff members wi~
aceess discussed above, that it would not be necessary
~o give every member of the Committee such access.
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0[~ T]IETHEP,. TO ..~L~.~,.,~. OUT,.,,~,,o’ COVERAg.~ OF ..... ~;.~r,-~..

i":,.,, "’’~’I[tNGTOi’::.,:,.,~, UoS. DIST. ~JUDi~E.~,_,.~. JOHN J~                                                         ~,~" o~,~o~~ro~’,~ ~    ~-.SAID ~. I’7OULD
t~ULE TUESDAY Or,~ REO. UEST 5Y ~Ino~AL P:~OS~UIOtt A:tCHIi;ALD
~O~ ~.~nO ’,’~A~i~ .~ uO~~c~ITlnE ~0 ~,~ TESTTF~HV i~ SECRET FRON

OPPOSLu ins RE;IUEST~ SAYlr~0 SIRICA HAS ~,~O POI.T~ TO ISSUE SUCH

~TA~Sj UNDER Ii~DIC~,~iEr~ IN A RELATED CASE IN.N~f YORK~ HAD
EAL~:ED A~ TALXi~"       ’,v          p-~:~    ’,,      ~      ,,     ,,~
THE i~’,:~’,~ YORK CASE HAD GIVEN ORD~S AGAINST PR~RIAL PUBLICITY.

BUT TODAY JUDGE LEE P, GAGLIARDI SAID TESTII’IONY EY STANS
BEFORE THE SENATE UNIT WOULDH’T VIOLATE THE ORD~. THE
SENATE COHNITTEE HAS SAID it WANTS STANS AVAILABLE FOR
iUESTIONiNG NEXT UEEK.. HE IS UNDER SUBPOENA.

SYANS HAS PLZADED INNOCNET IN N~I YORK TO CHARGES OF
FRAUD~ OBSTRUCTING JUSTICE AIqD P~JURY IN CONNECTION WiTH A
$200~000 SECRET CASH GIFT TO THE NIX~N CAHPAIGb ~AST YEAR BY
ROBERT L. VESCO~ ACCUSED OF. LOOTING HILLIONS FROh NUTUAL FUNDS.

id U~,SHI~GTON~ ~IRICA TODAY HEA,,D A~-~GU~Z~,~S FRON ~OTH SIDES ON
TH~ ~’~ATT~ O~ R_S~RICTIN~ N~(S COV~R~u~ Oi C~TAiN TESTIHON~.

IN THE CO~T ACTION TODAY~ THE FOUR NETWO~, zK~-Cc,S~ ~i3C~ ALC
AND THE PUBLIC BROADCASTING SYSTEN-FILED A BRIEF ASKIc~G THAT
"THE BROADCAST PRESS ... NOT BE PREVENTED FROM EXERCISING ITS
RESPONSIBILITI~ TO THE PUBLIC, ~’

THE bRI~ SAID THAT-PUBLIC SENATE H~RINGS HISTORICALLY
~.[~ OPEN TO LIV~ BROADCAST COVERAGE AND~ IF.T]~ SENATE
WATERGATE COMHIT~EE_CONTINUES IN OPEN SESSION~ "THERE SHOULD
BE NO CO~T PROHIEIIION AGAINST LIVE RADIO AND TE~VISION
COV~AGE. "

CZI2~gPED

UATERCATE (TOPS

BY DONALD M, ROTHZERG

-,,TMGTON
WASn~..    ’ (AP)-A FEDERAL JUDGE SAID TODAY HE UILL RULE TUESDAY

!,,’HETur’~,,_~ ~,,IS COURT HAS THE PO~.,ER" TO RESTRICT TELEVISION AND RADIO

COv~A~n OF THE SENATE WATi/I~ GATE COhniT,~-E HEARINGS.

U,So DISTo COLET JUDGE JOHN J. SIRICA HEARD ARGUHENTS ON-A REO.UEST
BY T}iE SPECIAL WAT~GATE PROSECUTORS TO ORDER THE COHHITTEE FROM
WHICH TELEVISION AND RADIO COVERAGE-IS ZARRED,

PllIL!P ~ urw.:M~:~,~ ASSOCIATE SPECIAL PROSECUTORI ARGUED THAT I’IITH
ADIO AND TELEVISIOH COV~AGE "THE POSSIBILITY OF~AIR (UATERGATE)

TRIALS AT AN EARLY DATE IS THREATEHED S~IOUSLY--NOT }[OPELESSLY--DUT
S ER I 0 U S LY, "

SIRICA IHT~RUPTED AT ONE FOINT I[~q T][IS ARSUHENT TO COHNZHT~ "]IERE
WE HAVE EO DEFEHDANTS. UE ARE DEALI[E ONLY IN SUPPOSITIONS.
IF "fli~E ARE A:qY ~’~’~    ’~ .... ED ""
o~,.                ~,,=,, LECAUSE TI’roy IS ~O,,~T.,!,.~ EEFORE S.

S~.~.~L COI:I;iTTE~ ~-,’~o~u THE~,b~m D,~S,, ~,~. COUESEL FOR TkE
FP,0SZgUTI01i’S EO.UEST 01~ ~!IOUNDS THAT
A LEC!SLATIVE COHi"IITTEE I{EATIIV, C "ltAS NEVER LEEII ][ELD LY A]~Y COURT
AS PRv~’r’’~T~’~ PROSECUTIOi"],"

PP.EDICTIOE FROI,I TIIE U.S. ATTORI:EY’S OFFICE :IIAT TI:EY ~,;lCl-[T BE
0U7 LY THE OF THE <. EI210FED
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DATE:

TO:

FROM:

June ii, 1973

Mr. Cox and Special Assistants

George Frampton @"~

Attached is what purports to be a complete catalogue
of the files and other information in the possession of
the AUSA’s, with the following exceptions:

i. As explained in the attached catalogue, the
titles of all the several hundred witness files in the
three drawers containing such files were not recorded.
Instead, I made a detailed catalogue of the actual
material in each of the witness files for the forty or
so witnesses in whom we now know we are most interested.

When time allows, a complete catalogue Of the titles
of the other witness files should be made. Most of these,
however, contain only one or a few pieces of paper.

2. One locked file drawer contained, I was told,
classified information. I was not cleared at the time
I made this catalogue, and did not look at this material
or ascertain how much of it there is.

3. The files do not contain some important documents.
such as the first (Fall 1972) and second (June 1973)
prosecutive memoranda. Nor do they contain all the memo-
randa recently sent to the Special Prosecutor, or many
memoranda to Mr. Petersen. There may be another file
where such material has been retained.

4. I believe that some of the AUSA’s have hand-
written notes on witness interviews, especially the most
recent ones, that have not been placed in the witness
files.

The material they have is contained in two four-
drawer file cabinets, four or five cardboard boxes,~
several piles of (original) grand jury exhibits, and a

.number of loose folders, envelopes, and pleading files
lying on a work table in Mr. Silbert’s office,

Attached: Memo ;
Appendix One.
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File cabinet #i

Top drawer: miscellaneous transcripts of Watergate trial

Second drawer:

-- complete set of 302’s, broken down and arranged
alphabetically by the city of the field office
out of which the interview was conducted or
information obtained;

-- 9 sets of 302’s relating to specific subjects:
two re the undiscovered bug on Spencer Oliver’s
phone; seven on general matters, arranged chron-
ologically;

-- file on 143 W. 73rd St., New York, N.Y. (vacate
order) ;

-- miscellaneous 302’s, left over from the set that
is torn up to place in witness files;

-- personnel records on I    F¢.~A<~>V <¢>
Service Agent.

Secret

Three bottom drawers: Witness Files

These files, arranged alphabetically by witness,
contain the basic matter of the case now being
developed: for each witness, all (or all useful?)

302’s reporting FBI interviews with the witness or
otherwise relating directly to him; grand jury
testimony of tha~ witness; AUSA handwritten notes
of interviews with witnesses (usua!ly illegible and
often incomplete), few dated; AUSA notes on questions
to ask the witness at the grand jury; letters from
the witness’s attorney; AUSA memos reporting inter-
views with the witness or, ~for example, in the case
of Magruder and Strachan, reports on polygraph tests
taken by the witness; a few scattered newspaper
stories on or Congressional hearing testimony of
that witness.

These files are not "tar et" files, i e , they do
not contain all ~-~’s and other material relevant
to investigations about the activities of the witness.
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Witness files (cont.)

Nor do they contain, with a few exceptions, signifi-
cant notes or memos of conversations the AUSA’s have
had with witnesses about what the witnesses may tes-
tify to that has not been reduced to grand jury
testimony. For example, the "Dean" file includes
some handwritten notes on matters Dean has told the
AUSA’s he can testify to (Brookings, Ellsberg break-
in) but nothing on the apparently extensive negotia-
tions the AUSA’s have been having with Dean more
recently.

The attached Appendix One lists all the individual
material in each Witness file for those witnesses
we are now particularly interested in. The Appendix
does not represent a complete list of witnesses for
whom t-~re are files in these three drawers. In
total, there are several hundred witness files,
including many that contain only one 302 (for example,
FBI checks on persons with phone numbers listed on
the toll records of persons such as Barker, Hunt,
Segretti, etc.).

I was told that the witness files of the defendants
in the Watergate trial do not include evidence intro-
duced against those defendants at trial, which ’is,
of course, in the possession of the Clerk of the US
District Court.
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File Cabinet #2

Two file drawers containing miscellaneous materials.
What follows is a complete list of the titles of the
files in these two drawers:

Arraignment and bond documents
Prosecutive and other memos re WH search of Hunt’s safe
Search warrants
Preliminary hearing
Electronic surveillance check on defendants
Trial subpoenas
Anderson grand jury leak
Litigation file: Caddy attorney-client litigation
Campaign law violations (containing only one memo

from Dep’t of Justice)
Watergate case pleading file (appears to be very

incomplete)
Litigation file: Barker v. Gerstein, S.D. Fla.
Litigation file: suppression of intercepted communi-

cation before trial
Litigation file: Watergate case: correspondence,

citizen mail
Litigation file: Dean documents deposited in safe

dep. box
Litigation file: Barker Florida case
Hunt’s recent health problems
Litigation file: Watergate case: grand jury

instructions, transcripts
Litigation file: Watergate case: immunity requests
Litigation file: Watergate case: pleadings for

trial, e.K., jury instructions
Litigation-file: LA Times-Baldwin statement
Litigation file: Liddy immunity and compulsion

order, contempt
Litigation file: writ of mandamus (Oct. 1972)
Litigation file: Mardian’s claim of attorney-client

privilege
Litigation file: Watergate: protective orders
MDP file on Chilean Embassy burglary
White House files: black !oose-leaf notebook on

WH procedures, passes, etc.; letters relevant
to status of Presidential papers

Washington Post questioning of grand jurors
Special Prosecutor, basic documents
Jury voir dire
Litigation file: Wolf
Photos
Correspondence file, Watergate case (looks. more complete)
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File Cabinet #2 (cont.)

Two file drawers containing files and envelopes with
various records and evidentiary material relating to
first Watergate trial. What follows is a complete list
of the titles of the files and envelopes in t~hese two
drawers:

Records of Barker and Barker Assocs. (phone, travel)
First New Haven National Bank records,.Beldwin’s account
Folder of Baldwin travel receipts, evidence
CRP travel vouchers (only a few)
New Majority Book Club records (Caddy, Riggs Bank)
Sign-in sheets, 1701 Penns. Ave. (CRP)
Security memos from CRP
CRP Report to GAO
"Nixon Finance Comm." checking account record for

one month, $600,000 check
November group records
Charters of some Nixon "committees"
DNC Watergate lease
Records of electronic surveillance of Fiorini (aka

Sturgis) in 1962
GAO Reports on Finance Law Violations by CRP

(seem incomplete)
Gonzalez Federal Income Tax records
Hotel records for various Cubans
Hunt records: -- Mullen Inc.

-- 1969-72 Federal Income Tax
-- Riggs Bank
-- Hunt Assocs.
-- State Bank of Albany
-- political contributions
-- several other checking and savings

acc’t records
Howard Johnson Motel food bills
Liddy records: -- Federal Income Taxes, 1967-71

-- travel records
-- bank records
-- a loan record
-- hotel registrations
-- phone toll call bills
-- 1701 sign-in sheets
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Fil~, Cabinet #2 (cont.)

"Material supplied by Magruder:" This file includes
material apparently given the AUSA’s by Magruder
around 5/2/73, consisting of WH and CRP memos
that would tend to expose "Dirty Tricks" and
related activities. There is an "eyes only" memo
to Klein from Colson dated 9/25/70 relating a
secret (?) meeting with all network Presidents
about news coverage; memos on A. Ernest FitzGerald;
hiring of Hunt for PR work; memos relating to
orchestration by the WH of the "Tell It To Hanoi"
advertising campaign.

Martinez and McCord records of various kinds
Several large envelopes containing files of McCord

Assocs. and its arrangements with CRP
Suarez records
DNC guard logs
Segretti Miami registration
CRP records of Sloan expenses (a few only)
A 302 relating to some toll records
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In the closet in Silbert’s office

One cardboard box containing miscellaneous evidence,
photos, toll records, fingerprint records, records
of "Mullen Co.," and other matters to be filed in
Miscellaneous file drawers

One cardboard box containing items from Hunt’s WH safe;
Hunt files; McCord phone records; pleadings; a
detective’s note pad; and 2 rolodexes. I believe
one of these is probably from Hunt’s safe, and the
other is that produced by Young, who claimed to have
found it in the bottom drawer of his desk in late
June 1972 and claimed not to know to whom it belonged.

Gran~.jury exhibits,, on .top of two file cabinets

FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

Miscellaneous, Not Filed

Case files: about I0" thick, containing pleadings, etc.
relating to Watergate trial

Transcript of Watergate trial
Folder of 302’s turned over to defendants in Watergate trial
Cardboard box full of miscellaneous 302’s
Cardboard box fullof marked but unused evidence for

Watergate trial
Several large packages of CRP and White House memos,

apparently obtained in the first week of June 1973
by SA Angelo De Lano from the Archives. One of these
folders contains memos relating to CRP security.
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Miscellaneous, Not Filed

The others appear to relate to "Dirty Tricks," and
to intelligence on the McGovern campaign (£.~.,
almost daily reports from one or more operatives
traveling with McGovern). Also, this file contains
a number of "decision memos" marked "approve,
disapprove," which were sent to John Mitchell while
he was AG, some as early as September 1971, that
indicate he was making important political decisions
on matters such as voter registration.

One Locked File Cabinet

Contains one drawer with classified information

(END: See Attached Appendix One)
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APPENDIX ONE

Catalogue of contents of witness files for the following

witnesses:

Baldwin
Barker (and other Cubans
Caddy
Chapin
Caulfield
Colson
Cook
Casey
Dean
Ehrlichman
Fielding
Gray
Haldeman
Harmony
Helms
Walters
Cushman
Hunt
Kalmbach
Kehrli
Krogh
LaRue
Liddy
Magruder
Mardian
McCord
Mitchell
Moore
Richard Nixon (including WH statements,

Zeigler statements, etc.)
O’Brien
Odle
Parkinson
Petersen
Porter
Reisner
Schlesinger
Segretti
Sloan
Stans
Strachan
Ulasewicz
Young
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Baldwin

[file not catalogued]
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Barker (and Cubans)

[file not catalogued]
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Caddy

FOIA(b)3 - Rule 6

6/23/72

6/23/72

6/26/72

6/30/72

v/s/72
7/7/72

7/19/72

ud

12/19/72

Xerox of check for $6000.00

302

302

Grand Jury Testimony

AUSA notes, grand jury questions

Letter from Caddy to Silbert

e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure
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Chapin

9/6/72

9/10/72

11/30/72

1/30/73

3/12/73

4/6/73

4/11/73

302

302

Silbert memo on AUSA interview with Chapin
and Strachan, in Dean’s presence; and sub-
sequent phone call from Strachan about
$22,000 being left out of $350,000 Haldeman
cache tha~ was the subject of the interview.

Petersen memo to Director, FBI, asking
further FBI action on Segretti.

302: Chapin denies ever having seen FBI
reports on Watergate given to Dean by Gray.

Memo from W.T. Barnes re questions to ask
Chapin re Segretti.

Grand Jury Testimonyand summary of same.
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Caulfield

6/26/72 302

4121173 Memo of AUSA interview (Caulfield represented
by Sears)

4/23/73 Memo of AUSA interview (Caulfield represented
by Sea~s), re Sandwedge

FOiA[b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure
|                                                    |

ud Memo "to be added to your list of Caulfield-
Ulasewicz investigations"
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Colson

- A7 -

8/24/71

2/11/72

6/19/72

6/26/72

6/29/72

8/28/72

8/28/72

8/29/72

8/31/72

ud

10/12/72

11/2/72

12/31/72

1/5/73

3/23/73

4/4/73

4/5/73

Colson memo to Haldeman on other "candidates"
besides E. Howard Hunt

Ehrlichman memo to Colson on L. Boudin,
prepared by Hunt

Lambert memo to Hunt re fake cables

Colson memo to Dean re date of Hunt’s
termination as consultant

302

302

Joan Hall’s notes to "DIS" re her interview
with AUSA’s

Colson deposition, taken before AUSA’s

Memo from Colson to Dean

302

Handwritten notes on Colson deposition

Colson memo to Higby, re "Canuck" letter
(denying it)           --

Colson conversation with Hunt

Hunt letter to Colson

Colson memo of meeting with Bittman, 1/3/73

Colson memo to files re Haldeman call on
clemency for Hunt

Memo on Colson’s.polygraph test

Hunt affidavit stating Colson didn’t know
about Watergate
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Colson (cont.)

4/20/73 Two Colson memos to his attorney about
events of August 29, 1972; and January
1973, Hunt

5/16/73 302: about Colson’s arranging funding for
LA burglary through Baroody

FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure
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Cook

- A9 -

[no AUSA file]
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Casey

- AIO -

[no AUSA file]
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Dean

6/29/72

7/3/72

7/5/72

7/8/72

7/zo/72

ud

ud

ud

5/22/73

302: reporting Dean’s demand to be present
at interviews

302: Hunt safe contents list, one page

302: on Hunt’s safe

302: Young gave Dean a cardex Young found
in his desk

302: reporting 3 toll calls from a WH
number

Hunt’s motion to suppress

FOIA(b) 3 ~%ule 6(e),

Handwritten notes: 3 pp. on Dean interview
re Ellsberg break-in, Hunt safe, Joe Kraft
~-~gging; 5 pp. questions for grand jury
testimony

Shaffer letter to Nixon requesting access
to list of clearances to Dean’s office,
records of meetings of Dean and Nixon

5/29/73 press clipping
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Ehrlichman

7/27/72

4/13/73

4/20/73

ud

5/1/73

5/3/73

5/4/73

5/9/73

S/ll/73

5/14/73

5/14/73

5/31?/73

6/I/73

302

Shapiro memo to Ehrlichman

AUSA memo on approach by JE’s attorneys

15 pp. handwritten notes

302: interview on Ellsberg break-in, JE
represented by counsel

Grand Jury Testimony

Krogh affidavit

GrandJury Testimony

Cushman affidavit

Grand Jury Testimony

Exhibits JE3-7, transcripts of tapes of
JE talking to Gray (on 3/28/73), to
Magruder, to Colson and Clawson, to
Kalmbach, and to Gray and Dean

Testimony before unidentified Senate
Committee on CIA link

Testimony before unidentified Senate
Committee by Haldeman, on CIA link
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Fielding

7/3/72

7/5/72

12/28/72

ud

5115173

Two 302’s: Hunt "effects" provided by
Dean and by Fielding

302: Hunt’s effects, Fielding’s role

Notes made by F of letter written to
Caulfield by McCord -- McCord evidently
called Fielding to read him the letter

ii pp. handwritten notes

Deposition in DNC v. McCord
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Gray

6/21/72

6/22/72

6/22/72

6/23/72

6/23/72

6/26/72

6/27/72

6/28/72

6/28/72

6/28/72

6/29/72

7/2/72

7/3,5/72

7/5/72

7/6/72

ud

List of all LPG phone calls to Dean,
Ehrlichman, et al., 6/21/72 to 3/8/73,
with notations in some cases

Log of LPG’s calls to Helms; memo of
Helms’ reply denying CIA involvement

Memo Bates to Bolz r__e case (12 pp.)

LPG’s phone log -- calls to Walters, Dean,
et al.

LPG appointment book

302 on Mexican link

LPG phone log -- calls to Dean, Helms,
notes on calls

LPG phone log -- calls to Dean, Helms,
notes on calls

Memo from Felt to hold up interviews with
two witnesses, CIA link

Bates memo to Felt, holding up Chenow
interview, CIA link

Felt memo to Bates stating Gray asked "for
national security reasons" that Ogarrio
and Dahlberg not be interviewed

Walters memo to LPG denying any CIA involvement

LPG phone log and calendar, notes on 7/5
Walters conversation

LPG check (3 pp.)

LPG phone log

Handwritten LPG notes summarizing CIA link
occurrences
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Gray (cont.)

- AI5 -    ~

7/7/72

ud

7120/72

3/73, 4/73

3/12/73

4/15/73

4/17/73

ud

5/23/73

Walters memo to LPG on Hunt disguises, etc.

"CIA chronology" (apparently draft of
testimony)

FBI memo on dissemination of information
to the WH

Handwritten list of WH contacts, notes

Felt note to LPG re Chenow

Handwritten LPG memo on Dean

LPG phone log and calendar

JE4, transcript of taped E-LPG phone call

8 pp. AUSA notes

Ruckelshaus letter to Titus



Reproduced at the National ~\rcnwes

- AI6 -

(witness file in Glanzer’ s possession)



Reproduced at the Nationai Arcmves

Harmony

6/28/72 FBI interview with Liddy

7/3/72 302

I I
FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

ud 5 pp. handwritten notes

4/8/73 Washington Post clip

FO!A(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure



Reproduced at the National Archives

Helms

Ii/9/71 Helms letter to Young on Ellsberg profiles

ud AUSA notes for grand jury questioning

I I
FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of C~iminal P~ocedure



Reproduced at the National Arci~ves

Walters

- A19 -

5/12/73

ud

5/14/73

5/18/73

Affidavit

Handwritten notes on questions to ask

Phil White memo on Walters’ 5/11/73
statement to Petersen

Memos used by Walters to refresh his
recollection, with explanatory cover sheet



Re~oduce(i at the National A[ch~ves

Cushman

- A20 -

Cushman minutes on telephone call from
John Ehrlichman, re Hunh

Affidavit on Hunt



Reproduced at the National Archives

Hunt

[file not catalogued, but should be]



Reproduced at the Natmnal Archives

- A22 -

Kalmbach

9/7/72

4/6/73

4/20/73

ud

ud

ud

ud

4/30173

302

1 page "Notes of meeting with Kalmbach,"
in California

Grand Jury Testimony and summary of same

Exhibit JE6, transcript of Ehrlichman-
Kalmbach conversation

Madison Hotel check-in records for K

5 pp. of typed HWK transactions through
DC, NYC safedeposit boxes

6 pp. handwritten notes

302’s on Regency Hotel, NYC, check-ins,
bills

FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Fede:~l Rules of Criminal Procedure

5/4/73

5/21/73

Check to Ehrlichman for $20,000 and E
promissory note back

AUSA memo



Reproduced at tt~e National Archives

Kehrli

v/5/~2

s/8/v2

5115173

617173

- A23 -

302 on Hunt safe

302 on Hunt’s fees

302 on employment of Hunt

Deposition, DNC v. McCord

5 pp., handwritten notes



P, eFoduced at‘ the National Archives

Krogh

5/4/73

- A24 -

Affidavit before Donald Campbell

Affidavit on Fielding break-in

Letter from Treadwell withdrawing as K’s
attorney



- A25 -

LaRue

7/18/72

4/18/73

ud

5/16/73

6/4173

302

Grand Jury Testimony and summary of same

Handwritten notes: 1 p., 3 pp., 3 pp.,
6 pp.

Handwritten list by LaRue of his disburse-
ment and receipts in role of passing many
to defendants

Glanzer memo to Silbert on LaRue.and
Homex fraud investigation



Reproduced at the National Archives

..................... :

- A26 -

Liddy

I
9/19/72

9/27/72

various

various

File: waivers of attorney-client privilege

File: persons on L’s toll records inter-
viewed unsuccessfully

CRP office manual

National Conference of Bar Examiners
Report on Liddy’s character

FOIA(b}3 - Rule 6(e}, Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

Treasury Dep’t personnel records

Personel recognizance bond

AUSA memo on pre-trial discovery conference

bail bond application

Correspondence with NYC Bar Association

Thirty 302’s, different dates

FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules ot Cr!mlnal Procedure



Reproduced at the National Archives

- A27 -

Magruder

!                                !
FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

I                           J
7/21/72

8/16/72

9/13/72

ud

ud

ud

3/15/73

4/14/73

4/24/73

5/2/73

302

Grand Jury Testimony

Grand Jury Testimony

Xerox of M’s address book

9 pp. handwritten note (for trial?)

ii pp. handwritten notes, for grand jury
session

302

JE7: Magruder-Ehrlichman taped conversation

Memo from FBI on Magruder polygraph sessions,
4/19/73. These are of considerable
importance

Grand Jury Testimony



Reproduced at the Nationai Archives

- A28 -

.Mardian

7/18/72 302

ud 6 pp. notes

|                                                     |
FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

I I
5/7/73    AUSA memo on national security wiretaps



Reproduced at the Nat~onat Archives

- A29 -

McCord

6/72, ?/72 Nine 302’s

£OIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Crlminal Procedure

ud

4112173

5/4/73

McCord’s Air Force personnel records

Letter telling where bugging equipment
was buried

Statement on "pressure," given to Sirica

£OIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Cr!minal Procedure

5/24/73 Xeroxes of letters McCord typed to himself
before, during, and after the trial and
mailed to one "Gaynor," including the
"trees will fall" letter. These letters,
forwarded by Symington to the AUSA’s,
were given to S by the CIA. They inolude
a letter from McCord to Helms dated July
30, 1972, re the cover-up, which was
received a~--the CIA in Langely!



Reproduced at the National Archives

- A30 -

Mitchell

7/6172

915172

9114172

zo15172

4120173

5/1/73

302

Deposition, DN__~C v. McCord

Grand Jury Testimony

302

NYT transcript of Mitchell news statement

FO!A(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Cri[llinal Procedure

FBI telex on "340" house in Key Biscayne,
site of "quarter million dollar meeting"



Reproduced at ~.he National Archives

Moore

7/26/72

ud

ud

ud

ud

302

CRP press releases, summer 1972

press clips

2 pp. notes

Grand Jury Testimony



Reproduced at the National Archives

Richard Nixon

[AUSA Witness File opened 6/7/73, with 5/22/73
statement]



Reproduced at the National Archives

O’Brien

7/24/72

8/18/72

3/29/73

ud

6/5/73

6/8/73

FOIA{b) 3 - Rule 6<e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

302

302/subpoena

Memo from O’Brien to file

16 pp., handwritten notes

Xerox of Ehrlichman or Haldeman testimony
re O’Brien

O’Brien memo pad notes, on Hunt safe

AUSA memo on discussion with O’Brien’s
counsel

I



Repro(Juced at the National Arcbves

- A34 - ~

Odle

various    Seven 302’s, dated 6/26/72 to 7/12/72

FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6<e), Federal Rules of Crim~_nal Procedure

,
ud 3 pp. notes

EOIA(b~3 - Rule 61e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure



Reproduced at the National Archives

Parkinson

7/24/72

7/31/72

8/24/72

302: exact time of Sloan’s resignation

AOSA memo on meeting at which P objected
to Stans being subpoenaed. (This memo
mentions AUSA’s saying they "should have
received the information about the
$199,000 from Sloan right away.")

AUSA memo on presence of CRP counsel during
interviews



Reproduced at the National Archives

- A36 -

Petersen

[AUSA Witness File opened 6/7/73; no entries to date]



Reproduced at the National Archives

- A37 -

Porter

7/9/72 302
|

FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure
!                                !
3/22/73 302 on Haiphong harbor ad

ud 4 pp., 2 pp., 3 pp. notes

4/27/73 Memo of call from "Mr. Murray" about "his
statement made Wednesday"

5/2,3/73 Teletypes on Porter’s receipt of millions
of dollars just before April 7, 1972.
Mention on Michael McMinoway of St. Louis,
another Segretti, and his contact with a
"Jason Rainer." This should be pursued.



Reproduced at tile National Archives

- A38 -

Reisner

ud 5 pp. notes

FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federa! Rules of Criminal Procedure
I

5/14/73 Letter from R’s attorney enclosing campaign
memoranda subpoenaed by Senate Select
Committee



Reproduced at the National Archives

- A39 -

Schlesinger

[No AUSA file]



Reproduced at the National Archives

Segretti

- A40 -

6/28/72 302

6/29/72 "

7/5/72 "

7/6/72 "

7/19/72 Toll records, obtained from GTC Santa
Monica

8/15/72 Segrett±’s bank records
!                                               !

FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

11/4/72 302

12/15,17/72 302’s

12/27/72 Letter from Segretti’s attorney Pollock

4/30/73 302



Rep[educed at the National k[c~ives

Sloan

- A41 -

7/17/72
7/17/72

7/31/72

8/1/72

ud

ud

ud

5/7/73

ud

302

phone records

Grand Jury Testimony

2 pp: Silbert witness memo on
$40/200,000 problem

3 pp., i0 pp. notes

6 pp. unidentified testimony

Florida testimony

CBS News Report on prosecutorial mis-
feasance, quoting civil deposition

excerpts from civil deposition



Reproduced at the Nationat Archives

- A42 - ~-%

Stans

7/6,8,31/72

7/13,17,31/72

8/2/72

ud

~/8/72

10/24/72

lO/27/72

5/31/73

302’S

FBI telexes to WFO on Mexico money link

Deposition before AOSA’s, and Parkinson’s
corrections

Papers in U.S.v. Barker

Liddy travel vouchers

Telegram from USA, Florida, and memos re
U.S.v. Stans

Proceedings, U.S.v. Stans, Material wi~ess

AUSA memo on conferences with Stans’
attorney



Rel~{oduced at the NatioBal A~chives

- A43 -

Strachan

8/14/7o

9/1/72

11/30/72

ud

4/11/73

1
4/20/73

5/22/73

FBI check on Strachan

302

Memo of AUSA interview of Chapin and
Strachan

Handwritten notes

Grand Jury Testimony

AUSA letter agreeing not to use polygraph
session or interview against Strachan

AUSA memo on conference with S’s attorney,
Jack Bray, stating that Strachan had not
told them enough to justify a grant of
immunity



Reproduced at the National Archives

Ulasewicz

- A44 -

ud i0 pp., handwritten notes
!                             !

FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure
I                     I



Repro(Juce{J at the National Archives

Young

- A45 -

7/3/72 302

7/12/72 302

|
FOIA(b) 3 - Rule~ 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

9/5/72 302

ud 7 pp., notes

5/16/73 Memo to Petersen re Young’s immunity
request, evidence vs. Ehrlichman

5/16/73 Motion, order granting immunity

5/16/73 Grand Jury Testimony



PHIL HEYMANN K June 11, 1973

ROBERT DAVIS

Carmine Bellno of the Ervin Committee wishes also
to inte~iew this man and I advised him you would let him
know when we plan to have Davis in town for our purposes.

I =hink this is an arrangement in which we can
cooperate wi~h the Committee without any danger to our
operation.



Mr. 3. Fred 3umhard~
Counsel to ~he-Presiden$

+’-The White House
Washington,

Dear Mr. 2~uzhardt:

When Hessrs. K!eindiezs= and Pe~ersen+s~ the

.+Consequently% +the~e+would seem+:o be ~o basis whRtever for any

~uggest~on tha-~ a lawysr-c!len~ D~ivilege a~taehes ~O any
~helr conversa~iona with the President.                       +     . -

At the hearings on co~fir~tio~ Attorney General Richardson"
testified that the claim of executive privilege would be inter-
posed spar!ngly, if at all, Zo-prevent present or former Govern-
ment officials from makin~ full disclosure of all information
reievan£ to the Water,ate In~esti~a~ion, the allad~ed +"co.ver-up’’
or related matters. !n ~y vie~, there~ is no basis for such a
claim with respect to the conTersations !n ~q~estion. I would
also suppose that the President ~ould not wish ~o interpose it.

Will you please !nforn m~ ~hether the President asserts any
claim of lega! privilege or other conf±dential relationship.that



Sincerely,

ARCHIBALD COX
Special Prosecutor

DECLASSIFIED

Authority

B~_.~ ~I~RA Date



Reproduced at the Nationai Archives

Honorable Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor

Ear! J. Silbert
Principal Assistant

United States A~torney

A t taehmen t

June 13, 1973

Attached for your information is a copy of a
~emorandum to me coneernlng the possibility of an
indictment of the President. As the memo itself
indicates, it is obviously a preliminary survey.

Also on June 7, 1973, I delivered to your office
a memorandum dated June 7, 1973, setting forth the
current status of the Watergate investigation conducted
hy the United States Attorney’s Office.



Reproduced at the National Archives

l~orm DJ-~O
(Ed. 4-26-6.~)

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO    :    James Neal

FROM : Archibald Co~

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

DATE: June 14, 1973

SUBJEOT:

As you are, for the time being, responsible for

the so-called Watergate cover-up case and as sensitive

matters on which I need to be advised in advance may con-

tinually arise, you are to advise me at least by the late

afternoon of each day of the activities planned by you,

Silbert, et al for the next succeeding day or days.

I will take the time to discuss the planned

activities with you in advance of such activities and

expect to be advised by you of the purpose of such

activities.



GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO    : The File DATE: Jume 14, 1973

FROM : J~J~es Vorenberg

Bob Herrema in Senator Weicker’s office called to say that
Senator Weicker and some members of his staff propose to go
see the FBI and sit with some agents while the agents go
through the files containing the 1500 requests and approxi-
mately 300,000 items in response that Wannell informed me
were involved in Weicker’s letters to Ruckelshaus and Cox.

I said that I assumed that no action by us was required at
this time and Mr. Herrema said that was so although we would
probably be hearing from the FBI. I said that I did not know
how the FBI would react to the procedures Senator Weicker
proposed and since I did not know what was in the files I
did not know what our reaction would be to specific requests
although we were certainly anxious to cooperate.



"70 :john C. Xeeney
Chief~ Fraud Section
Crimlrml Division

June iI~, 1973

i~e~ of the Finance Committee to Re-Elect the President and the
Committee to Re-Elect the Pr.esiden~; ~xpenditures Involving Fredarick
imbrue; 2 U.S.C. ~31 et seq.                                :

ul.ii%i. 2n~ "h.hi~ ~eC~iz, n req~re.s
on hehzlf of the co.tree obtai
the Treas~er or Zheir authorize
~ds.

Act of ,L’-~V! ~=" j,$ ’.-: I~31 ~.v~ sz..~]
.~porting and di~clmaure pro-¢i~ions:

-e,.-’. while there !.z~ a :recency.in

the appro-~l of eith~ the Cha~,
agent before disb~si~ e~ttee

Section 43~(b) requirms e rery person ~ho receives a contribution
oz behalf o~ the committee to report sem~ t~ the Treasurer or his agent
on demamd, but in no Instance at’a tlme more than five day~ after the
contributions have been reeeived The purpos~ of tbi~ section is to
ensure ~ha~ the Treasurer recm~;s the data on all contributions
received by the Committee.



Treast~er maintain a detailed
~by or on behalf of the committ~-e,
of each donor, a d~tailed acco~zt
mlttee and v~ious dat~
such e:q~enditure. Section 432(d)
rand keep a receipt for every
Co~ttee havi~ a value of $I~

..of all contributions received
data concerning the identity

all monies expended by the corn-
purpose and recipient of each

.equires the Treasurer to obtain
made on bshalf of the

Treasurer make periodic dis-
compiled concerning the contributions

.... ml~... These disclosures ~_r% to

O~ice. Reports p~suant to

In

grand ~-~-v. The r~_-~-:~nt,- port~sns of the tes~i~                                                   ,~.:-~ gave at that

FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

FOIA(b)3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Kules of Criminal £rocedure
|(t~. 37]. A~hot~h %he transer£].~% is ~nele~m

~.~ec~er !O~ 19~2. T~s ~h!at~ reg~di~ ~stributiu~
a~ect L~qum’s receipt of ~d$ -,ihh the intention of distribut~
them at a !at~ date.        ~                              ’     ..



FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Kules of Criminal Procedure



FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

mouey ~a.- ~o

mone~ in. ~’the~f_~". ~hat this ~d
and ~"~ ~ !ate ~;~v~h~ structed ~" ~J~,~ to ret’~n ~.!I

~̄:..~ ........ ......~ ............. ..... tm ~;~- ~?-~,~ the ~’~

C.-,~s=, u~n~]-’_.. ..._ _ ,,o_.j ~ ~-.=_.~ decided to
the cash te him. m~.~, ~1~ ........ -.,
A~ hhe time of the d~;av=~,,

,~sa~’~_,_..m_~mmn    t~mn in connection
~n addition, ~u£ has tam%Iliad ~’-

tb~e~ e~endit~es were ~de i~om t
z’emained no more ~.~a= .~..o,,~O0.
e~izh L,.~2.:ze ’ ~ e~tizata of, ~he a’<o’~q~

John ~,££tchell testifiad bef    the grand Jury on April 20, 1973.

FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure



FOIA(b) 3 -Kule 6(e), Federal Kules of Criminal Procedure

my vie’~, it is un~like!y that
~,’.~tchell’s statements in this        were          recitations 6f
the              understood them.

As summarized above, it appe    that Frederick LaRue retained
as much as $11,600 from the S!oan-S ~ans transfer of J~z!y 4, 1972.

It also appears that La~ue
U!asewicz on September 19, 1973; $2~.

C~rdon Strachan; and $280,000 (or $!
in late-November, 1972. The transl,.
Oe.~n~~.._d Str~-chan,_,.~_~.~_._.~,~’~’,=~ am,_:

$29,900 from Anthony
000 z~rom John Dean; $17,000 from

,000) from Gordon Strachan
o_e. $25,000 and $17,000 from

to have been receivedat

best be characterized as an.
does not constitute a

FOIA(b) 7 - (C)



t̄~an~zer o. funds to fall w!~.thin the ~c~pe    the term "contribution"
it must be shown to hmve be ~n mad~ ~’~ ~:~ ~      . the p~ose of
iuflu~nc~g the zo~nation or election, o~ election, of ~y person

o~l~ . If     hot~d aooear that the~e transactions
a~_. ~ovember 7 1972~ it is ~likel~/ that a persuasivetook piece "~*~

~ent co~d be made to su ~port the contention thab the pu~ose of,
such t?~_nsfers ~’~s to ~:influ ~nce" a Federal election.

FOIA(b) 7 - (C)

FOIA(b) 3 - Kule 6(e), Federal Kules oT Criminal Procedure

a. Frederick
obtaining a detailed ~c~
connection ~th the scheme’
attorneys after September
ascertain the.dates of all
emphasis upon determining~

to November 7, 1972. In

:hould be interviewed for the purgose of
of amounts received and exp_~ended in

pay ’~/aterga~e" defendants and. thelr
1973. An effort should he made to

eceipts and expenditttres with special
Lch of those transactions occurred prior
.tion, precise information regarding the

roles of any" persons who may have participated in the scheme sho~.ld
be secured. An effor~ ahoul~ be ~mde to obtzin a~ p~tin~nt records



b. John De-~.n should                     the p~9_~ose of
obtainin~ a detai               reEardin~ the facts ~d eirc~t~nces
s~roundi~ pa~ents ~d~ to t ’~W~tergate" defendants and the~
attornel~s between Septe~er 18 1972 and .~ril 18~ 1973. Of p~icu-
!ar interesb world be informat .on re!e~mnt to the sot~ce of the



GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO    :    File DAT~: June 15, 1973

FROM : .James Vorenber~

strs~cr:    Call from Elliot Richardson, June 8, 1973

i. ELR referred to a story concerning Ingersoll and the
Customs bug. He said he thought it had no apparent relevance
except that I had written a memorandum which he sent to the
Treasury and Krogh was reported to have said that it should
not be the subject matter of a memorandum. He was calling
to let me know that Ingersoll was ready to talk about it.

2. He said there was some LEAA money available for a regional
Law Enforcement Academy program in Massachusetts, and the
Department had applications from Northeastern, B.U, and U.
Mass. .He wanted to know if I had any suggestions. I said I
did not know enough about any of the three ~ograms to be
helpful.

3. In closing ELR referred to our earlier discussion about
Clarence Kelly when Cox and I had met in his office. (I
had told him that Kelly had a good reputation but was not in
Pat Murphy’s league.) He said that there was great enthusiasm
for Kelly’s appointment. I said that was nice.



1973

~shlngton, D.C.

Dear S ¯

You told me that the Committee takes the position that ~is
should not be done in the case of Dean because it has not
be~ done ~h other wi~uses, Bu~ ~ri~ne,sses who have no~
been ordered ~ testify by a court are in a different posi-
tion as to ~ure objections to the resultln~ publicity
~h~n they agree ~o ~es~Ify,

I ~ Sure you will a~ree that nothln~ should be done un-
neeessarily ~o imperil fu~e prosecutions. The eb~nces _
of successful prosecution a~ an early date would be slgni
flcantly en~ced by ~he simple act of recordin~ the



REPRODUCE£

Dash

witnesses who are under Cour~ o+de~ ¯
~y ~S~fo~ C~~ ~sid~ion

ts ~ ~is way



Reproduced at the Nahonal A~chives

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO    :

FROM ".

SUBJECT:

Messrs. ~ea!; Silbert, Glanzer
and C ~ e 11

Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor
Watergate SNcial Prosecution Force

DATE: June 15, 1973

I am asking Jim Neal to be sure to sit in on all
interviews with potential defendants, prospective witnesses
and others who may be interviewed in investigating or
preparing for trial on anything growing out of the
Watergate incident. You must be sure this is done.

It may be that we should designate some other new
member of the staff to be available for the lesser parts
of this. Jim is to decide when he takes part and when
someone sits in for him.



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

June 16, 1973

Dear Mr. Cox:

We have your letter of June llth with regard to conversations the
President.rhay h~ve, had abou~ ~V~atergate ~vith ~lt~orne~y General
~eindienst and~ssis~t Attorney General Peter sen.

In our view all of these discussions are within both execuhive
privilege’and the ~ttorney-client privilege. However the President ¯
has instructed ~me %~riniorm~you¯ a-ndall _~pp~ica5le privileges with regard to his �onyer~.a_tio_ns- and

meetings with Mr. Petersen about IVatergate.

The President also is willing to permit Mr. Petersen %0 provide
you with a copy of the rnern~r~anclumfrom l~_r. Pet~=~-sen-%~ the
President on or about April 15, 1973. Nor does the President object
~£o Mr. lileindienst giving you his accou~nt of the meeting of ~pril 15th

in which he p~r%icipated along with .l~_~r, Petersen or ar~_y other matters
of %vhich IVlr. -l~lleindiensthas kno~v!edge concerning the ~ratergate

- breakin-or efforts to cover it up.

We note also your request for a tape of a conversation between the
President and John Dean on the night of ~ril 15th. The tape to
which the President referred in his discussion with Mr. Petersen
was a tape on which .the President dictated his oven recollections
of that conversation after it was finished. It would, of course,
not be appropriate to produce that tape.

DECLASSI~iI~6

Authority

B~ NARA Date



RERRODUCEDATTHENATIOlq~ARGHIVE$ [e Archibald Cox -2-

~Ve are sending copies of this letter to Mr.
Mr. Petersen as you had requested.

Sincerely,

Kleindienst and to

Special Counsel to the President

Honorable Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor
~Vatergate Special Prosecution Force

1425 K Street, N. ~r.
N¥ashington, D.C. 20005

cc: Hon. Richard K!eindienst
Hon. Henry Petersen

DECLASSIFIED

A   ol-iV



Reproduced at the National Archives

For~ DJ-150
( £i 4-26--65)

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO     : Mr. James Vorenberg

FRO] James J. Neal

SUBJECT: Washington Watergate

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

DATE: June 18, 1973 t-~"

Jim, what we need someone doing is the following, if
possible, recognizing that some of the following requests
may not be possible immediately.

1. A person summarizing the grand jury testimony;

A person collecting and summarizing the testimony
r.elating to the above subject before various
congressional committees and in deposition in
civil suits;

An individual working on a calendar or total
chronology of events;

An individual or individuals preparing a Dean type
case chronology (this time with indication of sources
of eachbit of information) for each of the following:

John Mitchell
Johm Death (a copy of the Dean memo

from Ffampton of 6/18/73 can be
used simply with the addition of
sourceg)

H. R. I!ald’eman
John Ehrlichman
Gordon Strachan
Charles Colson
Robert Mardian
Kenneth Parkington
Ed Kalmbach
Egil Krough
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7° H.R. Haldernan

7,1

7.2

7,3

Haldeman witness file

Haldeman correspot>!eRce file

Haldeman ~laa~:~..~ file

8. Robert Hardian

8.1

8.2

8..3

9.1

i0. Kenneth Parkinson

i0.i Parkinson wib<ess file

I0.2 Parkinson correspondence fi!e

10.3 Parkinson p!e,.{di~:g file

Cordon S trachan

ll,l Strach~n witness file

11.2 Strachan correspor.~de~ce fi!a

!i 3 S~ ~~ra.cnan pl~d/~:~ ills

Nitnes s Fi. ].es

t.2. John Dean

12 i ~’-~ (pre-indic ~,~ ...... ~:~ witness
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13. Fred LaRue

13 1 LaXue (pre-indicL~.<n~.) wiLness

15. Herbert

15.1 Kalmbach witn÷ss file

15 2

.LO. Etc



,n Dean

eb Magruder

Fred LaRue

Alex Butterfield

William Li!ley

Harry Flem~ing

Jack Cau!fie!d

James McCord

Howard Hunt

Alfred Baldwin?

Rohert Reisner

Jean Roberts/Jeanne Mason

Bart Porter

Maurice Stans

Lawrence Higby

Richard K!eindienst

Powell Moo:re

L. Patrick Gray

Hughe Sloan

Vernon Walters

Herbert Kalmbach

Anthony Ulasewicz

Pau! O’Brien

William Bit~man

Austin Mitt!er

Fred Fielding

Re#roduced at the National Archives

Merle Thorpe?

Richard Helms?

David Shapiro

Richard Moore

Egil Krogh

Fred Asbell

Bernard Barker

Manuel Artime

Peter Maroulis

Fred Ashel!

Manyon Mil!ican

Sherman Unger

Tim Babcock?

Joan Hall

Earl Silbert

Angelo Lano

Dan Nahan

Kath!een Chenow9

various witnesses for introduction
of records

Rebuttal

William Rhatigan

Michael McHinoway

Roger Stone

Roger Greaves

McCI intock

Blake

Gwin
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UNITED STATES (,OVER, N: I ~.t AR.I .,lENT OF J _.~s t IcE

Neal, andc~"i,l, becC

a!l other Congressional
,:~.nd support:i.ng evidcnce

:-1-a lI{ 1 1oil t...~ .............

b o

s:[O~lS aS to ~)aop].e <<o_d cr:l_i:o.s,

~q~. will not ~o<: ° ,<;uoject’ " t:o the charge of having¯ e! .oft.fgnored an altern:<ttive :<nvestigative <" -

3. We must develop more fully the pay-off aspect of the
cover.-up. The defendants are going to argue that this was a
"legal defense" fund of a perfectly proper sort. We haven’t
even clarified the conceptual line at which such a fund becomes
an obstruction of justice, let alone target the necessary
evidence.
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do How can we get K:cogh to :’.o~0.p<;ut on Dea<~’s al!ega-
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO : James F. Neal DATE: June 19, 1973

: Archibald Cox~~
Special Pro~eu~or

W-S-P-F

FROM

SUBJECT:

Peter Kreindler’s memorandum of June 14, 1973 summarizes our

conference on the prosecutive memorandum but there have been a

number of subsequent developments.

i. Strachan. Note the New York Times story of June 18.

I am beginning to think that perhaps Strachan’s testimony would be

important enough to consider treating him as a little fish.

Can you get any better indication of what Strachan might be

Nilllng to tell us?

./    2. DiDiego. I assume that you will follow-up his disclosures

when rime’permits.

~    3. Kleindienst. I now have a letter of June 16, 1973 from

Fred Buzhardt which states:

Nor does the President object to Mr. Kleindeinst giving you his
account of the meeting of April 15th in which he participated
along with Mr. Petersen or any other matters of which
Mr. Klelndeinst has knowledge concerning the Watergate breakin
or efforts to cover it up.

I should think that you could now go ahead and interview

Mr. Kleindeinst.

4. Petersen. Mr. Buzhardt’s letter of June 16 also states:

~’*** The President has instructed me to inform you and
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Mr. Petersen that he waives all applicable privileges
with mgard to a conversation and meetings with
Mr. Petersen about Watergate.

The President is also willing to permit Mr. Petersen to
provide you with a copy of the memorandum from
Mr. Petersen to the President on or about April 15, 1973.

You will wish to obtain the memorandum and, I think, to

follow up on the earlier interview between Henry Petersen and

Jim Vorenberg and myself. Perhaps either Jim or myself should

take part in the interview since we conducted the earlier

interview. I would be glad to have Jim do it unless one of you

thinks that I owe Henry the courtesy.



Continuing Role Of the Criminal Division
in Watergate Lnvest!~ations

g.evin 1~aroney called today at 2:45 p.m. Petersen had
asked him to check whether we had any objection to his keep-
ing copies of whatever work (preparation of investigative

their fraud section was doing for us. I said ~hat
there ~re some other matters of overlapping jurisdiction
Khat ~d be~anwor~in~. (AC and J~q have both been con-
~erned~out ~ontlnuin~ investigative requests from Petersen
on ~h~ Water,ate and Ellsbergma~ters.) Z, ~herefore,

that ~aroney come over a~ a time when he could
mee~ ~h us and dls=uss all ma~ters of overlapplng Jurlsdlc-
~ion.

Zf Jim will schedule a time on Wednesday when w~ can
meet, Z will advise ~aroney. We should, of course, be clear
on our o~ position in advance; so perhaps we should meet
£if~e.~~u~s or so before Maroney arrives. I should get
back to ~roney with a time as soon as possible.



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUmbIA

In Re Grand Jury To
Investigate Possible
Violations of 18 U.S.C.
2511 and 2512

)
)
)
)

Misc. No.

MOTION OF THE SPECIAL PROSECUTOR
FOR LEAVE TO FILE ATTACHED MEMO-
P~ANDUM OF EVIDENCE RE JOHN ~SLEY
DEAN, III, WITH INSTRUCTIONS

The Watergate Special Prosecutor hereby respectfully

moves this Court for leave to file the attached Memorandum of

Evidence Re John Wesley D~an, III, with the Clerk of this Court,

with directions to seal and deposit said Memorandum (including

the accompanying .Attachment A to said Memorandum) with an appro-

priate certification of the date and time of filing; and further

respectfully moves that the seal so affixed be broken.only in

the event that said John Wesley Dean, III, should challenge at

any stage of any crimina! proceeding the validity of any indict-

~ment or admissibility of any evidence on the ground that such

indictment or evidence was derived directly or indirectly from

testimony compelled from said John Wesley Dean, Iii, byi~he

Senate Select Committee on~=Pre$0i~entialCampaign’.Activities,

pursuant to the grant of im~unitx conferred on said Dean by

order of this Court signed June 1’2, 1973.

Respectfully submitted,

DATED: June

ARCHIBALD COX
Special Prosecutor
1425 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C 20005

DECLASSI~il~ ......

Authority
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AC/flc

Special Prosecution Force

1973

This morning’s New York Times reports what purportl
~o be aWhi~e~House memorandum analyz£r~ conversations
between the President and 3ohn Dean. ~. Buzhardt, the’
President’s Counsel, tell8 me ~hat the paper"~s noe~a
White House memorandum and tha~ it ap?arently ori~nated~
from an oral conversation be~een Minority Counsel to the
Ervin Committee and himself durln~ the course ofwhi’-e’n.
~r. ~heor7 o~ ~he knOwn eonfereuces
between the Dean as a basis for cross
examining Dea~ when he a~pears before the Erytn ~ommittee.
I infer that one cannot ~us too closely, there=ore, upou
the exact word8 of "cite So called memorandum.           .

The following notes were written before I acquired
the information from Mr. Buzhardt. Even so, you may wlsh
to ~ake a look at them and keep ~hem In mlnd. As you will
see, ~he "memorandum" seemed to me to invite more close
exsmlnation of the Whi~e House ~han it does of Dean.

Cox
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September 15, 1972 meetlng~
That is too long to ~ep~z~,"~On"

why the President met with Dean on the
to discuss W&~eEgate. Someone should

w£~h news develop-

say "Not a sointilla of White
on March 20 and give the

21.

HOUSe, said ~hatEhrlichman

Cox



GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO    : THE FILE DAT~: June 21, 1973

James F. Neal

SU~OT: KLEINDIENST - Telephone conversation - 6/21/73

i0:00 a.m.

Kleindienst called re our interview yesterday and
said he had talked to Petersen and that following
conversation did take place.

Meeting among Dean, Petersen and Kleindienst.

Petersen said even if someone high in the Committee
is involved the President should now come out and tell
Kleindienst to investigate thoroughly "shoot the works."

Dean said he would propose this to the President.
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Re : Plane Cra~,;h :[.n which Mrs Howard IIunt

’ t.,.orl Of trilLS or:ashthe FAA report of t:ae i~:~vestiga ’~ ....

i_P, eluding findings.
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June 22, I~73



The Honorable Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor
Watergate Special Prosecutiou Force
United States Department of Justice
II.~5 K Strset, N.W.
Washington, D.C.    20005

Dear Mr...Coi :

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES

J~e 22, 1973     ,

Senator Sam J. Ervin~ Jr., Chairman~ Select
Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities, has
authorized me to forward you the attached su~aary
of testimony giver_ by John W. Dean, !iI~ on Saturday,
June 16~ 1973.

Although this information appeared as an
actual photograph is local papers, Senator Ervin
has requested that you handle it assensitive
mate ria i.              - ..............

incerely~

.... ~      ~ Chief Counsel

HANDLE AS S E C R E T



S~’LECT COMMITTEE ON
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGNACTIVITIES

WASHINGTON, D.C. 205|0

�

Dear Senator:

Enclosed

this are being

Chief Counsel

is the Dean Su~Lmary. Copies of

sent only to members of the Committee}

and



Dean Witness Summary--June 16~ 1973

Participants--Sen..~.~.kez, Dazh, Thompson, Hamilton~ Edminsten~
Lie~en~o~, Silversteim, Shaffer, ~.~.cCand!ess, Dean

Baker ruled that any issue of attorney-client privilege
or national securitj~ ~.~i11 be ruled om by executive session
on June

Dean joined White House staff in July, 1970. There was concern
at the ~.~hite House about demonstrations, leaks, and political
intelli~ence. Dean talked directl~ to amd received written
memo from President on subject of Presidential concern over
demonstrations. Cau!field was dispatche~ to see if he could
determine the national security leaks. There were wiretaps
of newsmen ¯ amd ~hite House staff an~ burglaries. (Potentially
a national security matter.)     Dean will discuss "plumbers
unit" set up under Ehrlic~man’s direction after Pentagon Papers
were published. Pentagon Papers leak was the subject of a
Cabinet Meeting. Haldeman thought a plan should be developed
for deterring leaks in government. Malek~ Higby~ Strachan
were to develop project that would complement "plumbers unit."
There was an indepemdent study of Chappaquidick incident;
there was intelligence on Larry 0’Brien in early 1970;
similar efforts with ~uskie and McGovern. Dean will turn
over documents but he warns that this information is unfounded
and could cause embarrassm~n~ to these people.

When Caulfield was on Dean’s staff, he performed intelligence
operatioms for ~!aldeman and Ehrlichman, and Dean would be
asked to get information to Caulfield to pursue. Dean gave
Caulfield an assignment on demonstrations. These reports were
sent to Haldeman and Ehrlic~man who sent them to the President.
In the summer of 1971, Caulfield sought to get approval of
Sandwedge from Haldeman, Ehrlichman and ~iitchell. Dean found
in his files budget for this plan, expenditures for electronic
surveillance equipment. (Uhen Dean came to the ]~ite House~ he
had been aware that Caulfield had performed electronic
surveillance for Ehrlichman before.) Caulfield planned to
develop a Republican intertel. Caulfield thought through
contacts by Kalmbach, Ehrlichman, and others, they could get
contracts and in turn render services for the campaign.

Caulfield asked that Dean arrange meeting between ~aulfie!d
and Mitchell on November 2~. Caulfield was ~iven assignment
to survey McCloskey’s New Hampshire campaign. Ulasewicz
undertook this survey.



Dean Witness ~ummary--June 16~ 1973--Pal-~ 2

Sometime after Sandwedge came about, Dean received calls from
Magruder and Strachan. Dean was to find la~er to go to CRP.
Magruder wanted Fielding from Dean’s office. Dean said no.
Dean went to ~ogh about sending Young over. Krogh said
Young was working on declassification, but that Liddy could
go. Dean didn’t kno~ Liddy at that time. Dean had heard
from Caulfield that Liddy <vas working in the "plumbers unit."
Dean went with Liddy when Liddy was interviewed by Mitchell.
~tchell said, "Fine," and on December 19, Dean took Liddy to
Magruder. There was discussion that Liddy would be responsible
for developing intelligence plans. Dean has no recollection
of a $i million budget.

Magruder called Dean and said he thought Dean should be at a
meeting on January 27 with ~tche!l, Magruder, and Liddy,
where Liddy presented his plan of mugging, prostitution,
kidnapping, electronic surveillance, etc. [~tchell told
Liddy he’d~better go back to the drawing board. Dean told
Liddy to destroy the charts. }4agruder requested the next
mee[~ing on February ~. Dean came late. The same people
were there. It was supposed to concern Liddy’~ revised
plan. This was the first time Dean heard about targets for
electronic surveillance -- DNC, Fountaineb!ue, Larry 0’Brien.
Dean told Liddy that he didn’t think these things should
be discussed in front o:t Mitchell and that.Liddy was on the

~mo~g track. At this point the meeting ended. Dean told Liddy
he didn’t want to ever discuss this again. Dean told Haldeman
what had been going on~ and Haldeman agreed that Dean should
stay out of it.

Dean remembers that Strachan told him that Magruder and Liddy
were not getting alom~ and wan~ed to know what to do. Dean
sugcested that Strachan have [,[ardian take care of the
situation. Dean learned that Liddy went to FCRP to serve as
counsel there.

Dean did not ~mow of McCord’s involvement, only that McCord
was the security chief. Dean met Hunt only once--but saw
him several times in Colson’s office. Co!son s~id ~nt was
a consultant doing some work for him. .Dean never talked
to Hunt after August or September, 1971.

On June 17, Dean was in Man$1a. He flew out on the 14th and
returned on the 18th to San Francisco. When he called his
office, Fielding told him of the break-in and Dean returned
to D. C. Fielding told Dean that he learned from Caulfield
that McCord had been one of those arrested and that another
of those arrested had a check with Hunt’s name on’it. This
prompted Dean to believe that it was a Colson operation because
of Colson’s association with Hunt. and because ~ean knew that
Colson had suggested some burglaries.



Dean Witness ,~:~:ary--June 16, 1973--Pa~;~-~

Cn June 19, Dean received call from Caulfield, who repeated
what he had told 2iei~ing about the break-in. Caulfield had
learned information from Pat }~,’~&~s secret service

Dean had a call from Hagruder ~,ho said it was Liddy’s fault.
Dean does not recall a meeting with Hagruder at this time.
Dean had call from Ehrlichman who told Oean to find out what
happened. Dean called Liddy and told him to come over. Liddy
said that it had been his :~en who were caught. Liddy said
Magruder had forced him to do it. Liddy said they had gone
in to replace bug placed in there previously and to photograph
docmuents. Liddy said Hunt had put Liddy in touch with these
men. Liddy said that no one in the R~ite House was involved.

Stracn~n told Dean that Strachan had recived instructions
from Haldeman to destroy doc<:ur~ents--these related to wiretap
information~.

Before the Spring of this year, Dean probably had ten meetings
with the President.

Dean told Ehrlichman about the January and February meetings
and that somethin~ :~-~ust have happenod after February 4 and
before June 17.

There was meeting in Hitchell’s apartment on June 19 with
Mitchell, Hardian, Hagruder~ Dean (La Rue may have been there)
regarding how to handle the publicity.

Dean stated that he never conducted an investigation.

During the last week of June~ Dean told Ehrlichman and
Haldeman what happened as far as Dean knew. Dean told Mitchell
that Dean gathered this thing was "signed off on" and ~tchell
said that that was pretty close to what happened but they
thought it was going to be three or four times removed from CRP.

Haldeman told Dean he didn’t know .%nything abo~t this thing.
In December Dean was asked to write a written Dean report.

Mardian suggested that the CIA might be of a}~sistan~e.
Ehrlic~man told Dean that Ehrlichmam and Haldeman had a
discussion with Walters -- that Dean should deal with Walters~
not Helms~ because Walters owed his allegiance    to the
White House. On June 26, Dean called ?~alters to see if
Walters could be of any assistance and Wa!ters said it wo~d
be a bad idea and Dean agreed. Ehrlichman was dissatisfied.
On June 27, Ehrlichman said to lean on Walters. ~



Dean Witness ~.mary--June

Ehrlic[Lman told Dean to throw material from Hunt’s safe in river
(briefcase containin~~] "~ + .~ {.n~enna, wires, instructions involving
walkie-talkies ) .

Dean told ~eindienst that there was quite a potential
that the involvement would lead to the President because
there is very little that Haldeman doe~ that the President
does not know about.

Dean thinks Caulfield told him that Caulfield heard that
Hun<: s.nd Liddy had broken into Ellsberg’s psychiatrist’s office.

Dean told Ha!deman and Ehrlichman about the Mexican check. Dean
wasn’t certain where he heard it. Dean checked with Stans
and Stans said it was Andreas’ check, not Dahlberg’s and
that it had nothing to do with Watergate.

:omgrud_r toid Deanthat Colson pushe:~ hard for Liddy’s plan and
~,[agruder was afraid that Colson would take o~er operations
and Magruder did not want that.

Dean recommended that }.~gruder be relieved from CRP and
in early Ju!y~ Mitchell was leaving an~ Magruder was staying.
Dean told Haldeman that this ~.~as a m~s~a~e.

LaRue gave Kalmbach instructions as to disbursement of
money to defendants.

Dean did not sit in on al! FBI interviews. Dick Moore was
9he only one in the ]Jhite House to see them. Parker~ O’Brien~
and Mardian came to Dean’s office to read them. Mardian was
.critical of the investigating being done by Gray -- he thought
Gray was pushin~ too hard.

Dean said there were no bounds at the ~~ite House in getting
information--Dean said~" The President likes that sort of
thing." That’s why Dean thought it might lead to President.

D~,a~ knew "" ~ " .~ .. ~,=agruder would commit perjury Ha!deman and
Ehrlichman wanted Dean to help Ma{ruder get throu{h the
Grand Jury. Magruder wanted Dean to corroborate his testimony
and Dean wouldn’t.

Dean met with the President after the indictments had been
han~ed dovm. Ha!deman was there. Nixon said that Haldeman
had reported what a {~ood job Dean had done. }[ixon said that
Hoover had told him that Nixon had been bugged in the 1968
campaign and Nixon said that some time in the future they
would have to use it to their advanta{e. Nixon sai~ Timmons



should get on the Patman hearings and make sure it didn’t
get out of ha~d. Uixon told Lean he hoped Oeo~n was keeping
a list of press who were giving them trouble and they would
take care of them after the election. ~[izon said that the
Democrats had al;.~oj,<s had efSective use of I;~RS audits, but
theu had failed. Dean l~as documents ~¢here President Nixon
requested that [-.ax au,iits be turned off on friends of
his. Ha!deman was takinii~ notes at this meeting. White House
and CRP blocked Patmo, n hearings by bringing pressure on
people to vote against subpeonaing witnesses.

The pre-1968 primary money was brought to Dean to hold by
Howard and Strachan -- ~{15,200. In Cctober, Dean put check
mn s~fe repl~.cln_% + ~SmO~ whmcm he took out for his wedding
and hone[~moon.

Hunt would only talk to Colson about Hunt’s future and
executive clemency. Colson asked Dean what to do. Dean
told Colson to see Bittman. After that meeting, Colson said
they would have to do something for Hunt. Ehrlic.hman said
he would check and see. Ehrlichman reported that he had
checked with the President and that Colson should tell Bittman
that there would be clemency. Dean heard this from Colson.
In the Spring~ Dean had ~iscussion with the President abou~
this.

Dean basically agrees with Caulfield’s testimon~ Dean told
Caulfield that Caulfield couldn’t tell ~4cCord that the
President ha~ okayed executive clemency, just that it came
from the "highest authorities."

On February i0 an.~ thereabouts, there were meetings in
La Costa~ California concerning the Senate Co~n~ittee, which
~,:as coming into existence at this time. There were efforts
to amend the resolution, to influence the selection of
the minority members and the minority counsel. After these
efforts all failed, there were discussions as to how to deal
with the Co~<mittee. At the Februar~ i0 meeting~’those present
were Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Richard b~oore, and Dean. On
Ehrlichman’s instructions, Baker was contacted by phone by
}~ally Johnson. Baker said he did not want any ~ite House
input into ~he decision of choosing the minority counsel.
].~ord came to the ]fhite House that Baker was interested in
an off-the-record meeting with the ~hite House on
February 21 or 22. After the meeting~ Dean had discu~ssion
with Haldeman and President. Dean said that the White House
may have interpreted the meeting differently than did Baker.
~e ~,~ite House thought ~aker was going to assist them.
The President said that Baker wanted ~eindienst to be liaison
between himself and Uhite House. At this point in the
executive session, Baker stated that he c6ntacted the White
House through [~iTmmons requesting to,-discuss executive privilege--
Baker thought executive privilege should be waived.



Dean said that on several occasions, word was sent down from
~.~-,ker’s offlce~na~ ~xer was seeking ~c~idan~e. At this
~oint in the executive session, [~aker aaid that. he only
[~£w of one time when dordan of K~aker’s sta2f asked for
cr~£nizatlona! ch~rtu.

S~!so at the LaCcsta meeting~ Moore was asked to~o to
New York and p~± :.~uon ~’iitchell to ~et money Tor the
~efend&nts. ~,iitche!! isnored it.

Denn received a mess~:se from Hunt--in which Hunt said he
wanted $72,000 for living expenses s~d $50~000 for attorneys’
fees or Hunt woull have things to sa.y about the se<my things
H~unt did for Ehrlichman while Hunt was at tk~s Uhite House.
Oean told Ehrlichman ani Ehrlichman told Dean to call ~.£%tche!l.

On Karch 2~~ or 2~, £hrlichman asked [’:litchell if Hunt’s problem
haJ been taken care of and Hitcheil said, "Yes." Hunt’s
asking for oney cane to the attention of the President.
Dean has a tape of Colson’s conversation with Hunt in
-.:hich Hunt asked for money.

The ~ ~"rreomdent asked Dean to report directly to him on the
Kat~rgate_ because it ......                                      .,~ taking up too much of Haldeman’s
and Ehrlicl-r::<n’ s ti~r.e.

¯ ~" ~
~ ~,~ych%atr~st’sDean had a meeting wmth ~rogh about Ellsbers ,~-    "    "

office.    This conce ..... ~.-~ national security.

£n Harch 20, D~an ~_~ to the President and asked to see
%he President the next day. Dean was Soinc to tell the
?resident all he ~new.

Cn Narch 22, there was a meeting with Haldeman and Ehrliehman.
_mere was an e:~or~. ~o get Hitchell to take the heat for
pre-situation an~ a<-oil grand jury and others from getting

~- S i ~. o!~’-i .to z~e pos~     "~ ~

6n March 23, 6’Brien told Dean what McCord had done in the
courtroom (Sirica letter). Dean had a call from the President
who said that Dean should go to Camp David and rest. After
Dean got there~ Ha!deman called and told Dean to write a
reoort on ~.nao he knew. Dean returned on the 28th after
HalJeman calle~ him back to meet with Hitchell and Magruder
to ~iscuss questions on testimony that needed to be sDraightened
ou~. Dean no~ice~ a different attitude on the part of Haldeman.
~his was a signal to Dean that Haldeman was trying to ~
oro:ect Haldeman’s position. Ehrlic~r~an was beginning to have
iifferent recollections about thin~~ that occurred, So, Dean
di~ not hand over his report.



Dean Witness Su:~mary--June 16, 1973--Page 7

On March 30, Dean talked to Shaffer.

Dean will discuss why Preslde~t picked the 21st as having
new revelations. Dean’s scapegoat remark had to ~o with
meetings he had with the President and some information
Dean heard that President allegedly made to Petersen.

On April 13, Dean went to Ehrlic~man and read Ehrlic~man
a list of people whom Dean thought were involved.

Cn April 15, Dean met with the President ~n the morning and
the afternoon.
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April 22, 1973 - The President called Dean to wish him a Happy
Easter. Dean said "[i]t was what they refer~to at the White
House as a ’stroking’ call." (245)



GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO    : Petersen - Watergate Folder DATE: June 22, 1973

F. Neal

Jim Vorenberg and I interviewed Henry Petersen Thursday
afternoon for about 1 hour and a half. This interview
followed a letter from the White House stating that the
President was waiving any privilege with respect to any
conversation between Peterson and the President.

Henry stated that Saturday evening he had a conference
with Titus, Silbert, ~lanzer, Campbell, during which they
related to him information received from Dean and Magruder
implicating Mitchell, Haldeman, Erlichman and Strachan as
well as themselves in the Watergate Affair. Henry took notes
of the information related to him (copy of these notes are in
the Petersen witness Folder). And then prepared a very brief
statement for the President relating to Haldeman, Erlichman,
Dean and Strachan. (A copy of this statement is also in the
Petersen file). A meeting was then held with Kleindienst in
which the information relating to the President was then
passed on to him.

The next day, April 15, 1973, Kleindienst and Petersen
met with the President, according to Petersen, to advise the
President that Haldeman, Erlichman, Strachan and others were
involved in the Watergate Affair and should be discharged.
The President stated that these people had been with him a
long time and he simply could not discharge them on Peters@n’s
statement alone.

I am not quite sure of the sequence but it appears that
during the same meeting or at least the next day, Kleindienst
recused himself from any further participation in the Water-
gate investigation and the ~resident asked Henry if he would
take complete charge and report directly to him. According to

cc: Cox
Kriendler
Vorenberg



According to Petersen, the President asked him to clear this
with the Prosecutors (Petersen stated he cleared both with
Silbert, et. al.).

I believe in this meeting also, or in a phone call the
same day, the President asked Petersen if he should talk
to Dean and Petersen advised him to do so. There was also
some discussion of immunity in relation to Dean, and the
President expressed the view that there should be no immunity
for anyone. Petersen concluded that the President was not
concerned with silencing a potential witness, but rather with
the public relation aspect and immunizing a counsel to the
President. The President asked Petersen if Dean had been
immunized and Petersen said he did not know but would ask the
Prosecutors. Later he told him Dean had not been given
immunity. In subsequent telephone calls with the President,
the President reported he had talked to Dean and Dean claimed
he had been granted immunity. Apparently the President was
~pset at this, although Henry inferred he was upset not so
much about the immunity as the belief that Henry had misled
him. Henry said Dean had not been immunized and the President
stated "well I’ve got it on tape. Do you want to listen to
it?" Dean said he did not want to listen to the tape. (Apparently,
the tape the President was referring to was a dictation on tape
by the President, or someone, immediately following the con-
versation with Deanl~

There were subsequent telephone conversations between
Henry and the President but for the life of me I can recollect
only one of significance. This call occured April 18, 1973.
In this conversation, the matter of the Ellsberg break-in was
discussed and Henry apparently indicated to the President ~.~ ~
that this should be divulged to the judge presiding over the
Ellsberg trial. The President said "God Damn it you will not
do it; that is none of your business; it is a matter of national
security." Henry’s response was "yes sir." Later on, perhaps
next day or the next, Henry talked to Kleindienst and Kleindienst
talked to the President and reported back to Henry that the
President recognized the necessity of reporting the break-in to
Judge Byrne.

On another matter, we asked Henry about his statement in
his prior recorded interview with Vorenberg and Cox that no
one believed the Magruder story about the money to Liddy and



his statement concerning a meeting in Kleindienst’s office.
According to,~the.,~~ ~.~ ’ ~’ - ’ ~.ersen
stated tha~ sometim~e_summeroof 1972, he,_K~ndienst
and Dean m~’ ’     torne General’s o ’        "      ’     e
said he believed somebody should tell the President they think
someone "in the upper echelon of the Committee to Re-elect the
President is involved in the break-in and the President should
make a public statement directipg a thorough investigation."
Dean was designated to arrange a meeting with the President for
Kleindienst. Later Dean said he would tell the President.

In clarification of his prior interview, Henry said he was
too strong in his statement "we think someone in the upper
echelon of the Committee is involved." He stated that "we all
suspected others involved but were without proof to support
our suspicions." Petersen said his suspicions were not based
on any proof, but only on his skepticism of the testimony
relating to the money given to Liddy.

It is interesting to note that in the previous days’
interview of Kleindienst, Kleindienst categorically denied
any such discussion between him, Petersen and Dean. (See
transcript of Kleindienst interview). The morning following
the Kleindienst interview (the morning of the Petersen interview)
Kleindienst called Vorenberg and me. He said he had talked to
Henry and Henry refreshed his recollection regarding the
Petersen, Kleindienst, Dean meeting and he does now recollect
such conversation. He still contends, however, that Petersen
did not say "we think" upper echelon of the Campaign to Re-
elect the President are involved, only that there was a
suspicion that others were involved.



TO    : Azchibald Cox
Jim Vorenberg
Jim Neal
Joe Connolly

FROM : Peter Kreindler

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

DATE: JUD~ 22, 1973

SUBJECT: McCord Motions/Petersen Conference of 5/29/73

The transcript of the conference between AC/JV and Henry Petersen
on 5/29/73 should be taken into account in considering the McCord
motion for a new trial.

Specifically, Petersen indicates that he was called to a meeting
with Kleindienst and Dean in Kleindienst’s office "in the early
days of the investigation." [12-13] Dean apparently had requested
the meeting to determine the status of the Watergate investigation.
At that meeting Petersen recc~aended tb~at Kleindienst tell the
President to make a public statement directing Justice to conduct
a full investigation. As Petersen recalls: "And I said, One of
you [Kleindienst or Dean] ought to go out to the President at
San Clemente -- to you, Kleindienst -- and sit down with him and tell
him that we think the upper echelons of the Cc~mittee to Re-elect
the President, if nothing else, are involved." [12] It was agreed
that Dean would set up the meeting with the President

Petersen then explained that he decided with the prosecutors to
proceed with indictment and trial with the intent of immunizing
the defendants after conviction to break the case open. After
ccraaenting on Sirica’s handling of the trial, Petersen stated:

"You know, maybe scme of the witnesses lied .... We
couldn’t prove it. We thought they were lying about the
destruction of records. We thought they were lying aboutthe money. We thought Mag~_der was lying in., the gra.n, d jury,

as it now develops he was. We did not think Sloane was
lying. The Judge thinks so .... " [17]

Petersen also indicates that he was wary of Dean’s interest in H%e
investigation, so much so that he and Kleindienst turned down an
oral request for a marshaling of information on the investigation.
[18-19]

It seems important to determine the exact basis for Petersen’s
conclusion that higher echelons of CRP were involved and that
Magruder was perjuring himself. This will bear on charges of



prosecutorial misconduct. Jim. Neal indicates that Petersen clari-
fied this aspect of his statement during yesterday’s meeting here.
Jim is dictating a memo to the files. Would it be helpful to
ask Petersen for a written statement, as detailed as possible,
setting forth his calculus for reaching these conclusions?



Peter

A<’aterials in H~nt’ s Safe June 23, 1973

During the afterncon of June 19, 1972, Kehrli, trader in-
structions fr~a Dean, went "to Hmnt’s office in the EOB to te-
nure any files ~nd records. He discovered a locked safe, which
he had moved by GSA ~r~!oyees to a GSA storerocn~. With Secret
Service Agent Baker pre~nt, ~n =employee of -the S~e~asters
Ccmpany drilled the safe o~n. Kehrli, uo~ble to locate Dean,
sU~ned Dean’s principal assistant, Fielding. After di~missLng
the GSA emp!oyees and B~er, K~hrli and Fielding opened the safe.
In addition to files on the Pe~ntagon Papers, Ellsberg and Hunt
ar~ other topics, there were files including the Diem cables and
items relating to Chappaqumddi~. There also %,ms a black attache
case containing electronic surveillance equiI~=~nt. (The Dean
and Fielding witness files contain the FBI inventories.) Kehrli
and Fielding pac/<ed all the materials in cartons, w~hich they had
m~ved to Kehrli’s office for security reasons. The m:ex~c morning
Kehrli had the cartons moved to Dea~’s office.

During the ensuing week D~an and Ehrlich~zun discussed the
"politically semsitive" doc~Ten-ts that b~d been r~moved from the
safe. They determined, at the suggestion of Dean, tb=nt al! the
materials except the files of the Diem cables and Chappaquiddick
items w~ald be turned over to FBI Special Ag=~nts. [Ehrlichman
GJ, 5/3/73, at 172-73] (Dean parried initial FBI inquiries by
tel ~ling the agents that he ~.~uld b~ve to check whether Hunt ~ain-
tained an office at the ~qite House.~) ~ne Di~n and C~ppaquiddick
files were to be given to Gray. Ehrlic~hTmn contends that this course
was necessary because of repeated FBI leaks.. [GJ, 5/3/73, at 172]

According to what Dean has told EJS et al., Ebmlich?an had
suggested early in their discussions that Dean "dee~ sLx" the con-
tents of the safe. Fielding has testified that he discussed the
contents of the Hunt safe ~_th Dean during the we~ foll~,~ing the
bre~{-in, when Dean told him of ~0rlick~an’s suggestion. Both

*/ Gray testified at his confirmation hearings that Dean at this
point probably kn~.~ingly mislead the agents.



AC

Peter

},~aterials in Hunt’s Safe June 23, 1973

During the afternoon of June 19, 1972, Kehrli, <~qd=_r in-
structions fr~a Dean, ~,~ent -to H~nt’s office in the EOB to re-
move any files ~.nd records. He discovered a locked safe, which
he had moved by GSA ~r~!oyees :co a GSA storerocn~. With Secret
Service Agent Baker pre~_~nt, ~n em~_ loyee of -the Safemasters
Ccmpany drilled the s.9~e ope_n. Kehrli, um~ble to locate Dean,
su~ned Dean’s principal assistant, Fielding. After di~issLng
the GSA emp!oyees rand B~er, K~hrli and Fielding opened the safe.
In addition to files on the Pe~ntagon Pa~-~_rs, Ellsberg and Hunt
ar~ other topics, there %~ere files including the Diem cables and
items relating to Chappaquiddid¢. There also %,ms a black attache
case containing electronic surveillance equiI~ent. (Tb~ Dean
and Fielding witness files contain the FBI inventories.) Kehrli
and Fielding pac/<ed all the materials in cartons, w~hich they had
mmved to Kehrli’s office for security reasons. The nex~ morning
Kehrli had the cartons moved to Dean’s office.

~aring the ensuing w~ak D~an and Ehrlichm~n discussed the
"politically semsitive" doc~Ten-ts that brad been r~-oved frem the
safe. They determined, at the suggestion of Dean, that all the
materials except the files of the Diem cables and Chappaquiddick
items would be turned over to FBI Special Agen-ts. [Ehrlichman
GJ, 5/3/73, at 172-73] (Dean parried initial FBI inquiries by

¯ telling the agents that he ~.~uld b~ve to check whether Hunt ~ain-
tained an office at the ~ite House.e) ~ne Diem and C~happaquiddick
files %gere to be given to Gray. Ehrlicha~ contends that this course
was necessary because of repeated FBI leaks.. [GJ, 5/3/73, at 172]

According to %ghat Dean has told EJS et al., Ebmlic~an had
suggested early in their discussions that Dean "dee~ sLx" the con-
tents of the safe. Fielding has testified that he discussed the
contents of the Hunt safe ~_th Dean during the we~ foll~ing the
bre~[-in, ~,;hen Dean told him of ~.hrlich?an’s suggestion. Both

*/ Gray testified at his co~:[irmation hearings that Dean at this
~oint probably knowingly mislead the agents.
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agrec-<! that it ~.~uld be ~ulwise to destroy ~dne contents because
at attache case ~0ntained evidence .he_amd~.~g on Watergate.
[Eiel~oing DNC Deposition, 5/15/73: at

Elnrlicb~un in his testis.tony before d-..e Grand Jury osuld not
"recall" su@gestLng Coo Dean that Dean des~oy the contents of the
safe. [GI, 5/3/73, at 173] In 9~ril of this year Ehrlichman
learm_ed thmt ~_an had "told EJS et al. that ~qrlichmam. h=-%d suggested
that Dean dispose of the contents. Eb_.~lici~n apparently he~lieved
dnat Dean alleged ~hat this happened at a ~eeting in Ebxlicb~man’s
office ~ith Colscn, Clawson and Kebmli. As Ehrlicb~n described
the meeting in a telephone coversation ~.~th Clawson on April 17,
1973,"~ it "focuse[d] particularly on what we.ought to say to the
press, w~hat we ought to do about Hunt and so forth. (Dean also
alleges that E~mli~hman instru~ted him to arrange for Hunt to
leave the country.)-~,~ The following col!oquy took place:

EhrlichTan: "... I’m looking for anybody who
can help me to recall what too]< place th~re."

Clawson: "That’s a hellu~a note, John."

Ehrli~hmam_: "I agree."

Clawson: "If you want me to be forthwith and
straightfom~mxd with you, I’ ii recollect anything you
want ma to."

Ehrlichman: "Well, no, let me, let me tell you
whatmy probl_~m is and then you can . . . I’ve got to
tell %,~at I recall ~nd what I don’t re~mll. He alleges
that I said ~.,~ things at that meeting. One tbmt we
ought to deep six the contents of the safe, quote, un-
quote. And, ~, that ~ ought to get Hunt to ’leave
the co ~untry."

Clawson: "Oh, I co’~dd . . listen, John, if an~-
thing like that. If either one of those ~ things were
said that ~L]d be vivid in my mind."

*_/ Transcripts of this telephone conversation, and the Ehrlich-
rc;u%, conversations with Co!son, Gray and Dean discussed bel~.~
were introduced ~!~to evidence before the Grand Jury.

**/ A potential inconsistency should be noted. ~In his Grand Jury
~stimony, Ehrlicb~an discus-~ed a meeting ~.;H_th Dean, Colson, Claw-
son ~nd Kehrli on J~ne 19, 1972. This mee..~ing is reflected in
Ehrlici~man’s logs. According -to Ehrlici%m~n, it centered on Hunt’s
~mp!oyment status at tb._~ i~nite House. [GJ, 5/3/73, 71 et seq.]
On June 19, Dean had not yet learned of Hunt’s safe.



Cla%,~on:    ~:~ -that’ s oo3ec-~veiyo"

~hrlicb~an also telephone~ Colson. ’Colson at first denied
Enr l~cnn~an andany recollection of meeting witch ~- " "

following collonfay took placed:e

EbrlichT.an: "Well, that’s the meehing wh=~re supposedly
ordered h~m to tell Httnt %0 leave the

Colson: "Never heard that. And ! will so state un =der
oath."

EhrlichTan: "Or that I admonished everyone "that we
ought to figure out some_ ~Tay to deep six tb_~ contents of
Hunt ’ s safe."

Colson: "No. No ~my. I ~Tas the one ~9_o said go get
Hunt’s safe and be sure it’s preserved for the FBI."

Ehrlichman: "Right."

Colson: "A. and B it’s stupid to get ~not~er coun-
try. But that ¯~s in n~y office, not yours. ~knd you
w~ren’t present." [Colson contends -tbmt he convinced
Dean to c~ncel plans for Hunt to leave the country.]
"I can handle t!%at one easily."

Ehrlidnmmn: "But you were not in a meeting h~_re?"

Colson: "Well, I mmy brave been but I sure don’t
remember that."

Ehrlichmam: "That’s the %,my, OK."

Colson: "Alright? I c~ handle that."

*_/ The close of the conversation is interesting for other
reasons:

Colson: "There’s a couple of things you and I need
~1o do to protect each other’s flank¯here but we’ll "[-mlk
about that, but no, I’m serious."                      "

~hrlichm~n: "Fair enough."

Colson: "Let’s get it clearly ztnderstood that son
of a bitch [Dean] doesn’t get im~,~nity. I ~Tant to nail

(cont. nexh page)
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Gray kept the folder at his D.C. h~.e for 2 or 3 weeks and
then brought it to his office. In late Septe~e_r or Octob~r 1972,
he brought the folder to his Stonington, Cormecticut, hmme. Dean

Novemoer, ~nd Gra~ ass’oxedcalled. Gray in late October or early
him that the files ~me safeguarded and tbmt he, Gray, had not
read tb.~m. By Cbmistmas, h~ver, Gray had decided to des-LaDy
~he files, and he burned them ~,Tith the Chrishmas trash. He has
a~itted that he looked at them sufficiently to kn~N there ~,.~_re
~icct.~red cables rem~arding Diem and item~ about Cb~ppaquiddick.
Gray has not explained why he decided to destro~ the files in
December.

frcm prior I~_%ge cont.)

"Well, I’m doing my best."Ehrlich~an:

Colson: "No,
-nity first."

Ehrlichman:

I ~unt to nail hLm.. I’ ii take

"OK."

"~/ In his motion to suppress, Hunt alleged that there ~..~ere
~_otebooks " -- a "H~" and a "Namefinder" -- in the safe.
Fielding does not remember finding them ~,,~.en the safe was opera_cal.
No one kno~.,~ ~T ~nere they are.
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~’~sen FL:S ~.,~s p~ep-.~i~_g the ]’<nite House witnesses for the pre-
tria! suppression hearing ~ e~ly J~uam~! 1973, Daan took Peter-
sen aside a.nd told Petersen ~dnat two files from }I~t~s safe ]md
~en tra~fi~r~ to Gr6y~ S@~u~r~y, Petersen ask~ @ay if he .
brad received ~ files; Gray de~ed it. Gray -hh~] called ~san
~] ommpl~ed ~ut De~ /~lo~g Pe~rs~. Gray add~ ~t he
~d b~ed ~e files, but had not read ~.

On either b~,~ch 7 or 8, 1973, during Gray’s comiirmation
hearings, Gray spoke with v,’.~rlicl~men on the telephone~ ~?ne follo~-
ing colloquy took place:

.Gray: "... Another thing 1%Tant to-talk to you
about is that I ’m be~lg pushed awfully hard in certain
areas ~nd I’m not giving ~n ~ch ~nd you ~no~ those
areas and I tbimk ~ou’ve got to tell John Wesley to
stand a~Tful tight in the saddle and be very careful about
%,fnat he says and to be absolutely certa~_n that he knows
in his ~qn mind tbmt he delive_red everything he had -to
the 9~1 and don’t m~ke ~ny distinction be-~Wzeen . . . but
tbmt he delivered everything he had to the FBI."

E~rlicb~ma_n: . "Right."

~ay: "And that he delivered it to- those agents . .
this is absolutely in~oerativeo"

Ehrlich~-mn immediately called Dean:

Ehrli~maun: "And he [Gray] says to make sure that
old John W. Dean stays very very firm ~nd steady on his
shory, that he delivered every document to the F~I and
~hat he doesn’t start ~making nice distinctions bet~’een.
agents and directors."

Dean: "He’s a little worried, is h~?"

According to Ehrlichn~n, the n=_xt conversation he had with
Dean %.ms the night of April 15. The President had asked Ehrlich-
men "to call Gray to inform him of the i~[ormmtion ~.e Preside_nt
~zd received about tb_~ files, ap~--arently from Petersen.
5/3/73, at 177, 179] Wh~n Ehrlicbman told Gray tb~t Dean had

*/ Interestingly, Ehrlichnan at this point discusses his con-
--~acts with the President. At the outset of his Grand Jury ~esti-
mony he refused to discuss.any conversaticns with the President
on the grounds of executive privilege.
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gone to EJS et al., Gray res~conded that De,u% could not do that.
Gray then said -hhat he wo~d deny ev~ receiv.~g ~e files
~nuse (as ~r!i~h~n alleges to le~ for "d~e fJ~sh -~e) he ~d
des~oy~ ~l~m. ~hen Gray asked Ei~lid~ to ~ck ~ up,
Ei~lidm~ refuse. [Var!ic~ ~, 5/3/73, at 177] ~ately
aft~ ~.~ ~vi~ Gray, ~~n ~s~d the call ~
Presid~nh ~d Ha!d~. [L~licTm~ ~, 5/3/73, a% 178] ~lich-
~ Lhen called Gray ~ck to ~[e it ~solu~ly c!e~ that he
~t cov~ up ~.e fact ~t ~ay brad receiv~] ~/e files. (~ch-
~ cl~ ~t ~s s~nd ~ii ~s ~de ~.t~ely on ~s o}.m
~on.) Sino~ly ~eaft~, d%e Presider, in ~li~’s pres~ce,
~lled d~e Atto~ey C~P~ to i~o~ h~ of the E~licb~~ay
conv~sa~ons. [E]~li~n ~, 5/3/73, at 184]

On Apri! 16 Gray denied to Petersen tbmt he had received the
files, but admitted it on the .ne~ day.

So[races for this m~mo:

Witness files for Gray, Dean, Fielding, Kehrli
Prosecutive ~.xnorandum
Ehrlic~an Gr~nd Ju~y testimony
~iJV- Petersen coherence of 5/29/73
EJS P~spo~e to ~tion to Suppress
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JFN/ams

Jim Vorenberg June 26, 1973

James F. Neal

To pu~ our more long-range (a couple or three weeks
goals) on paper, we need memoranda prepared containing all
the events with respect to activities of major particfpants
in the Watergate break-in and its cover-up. These memoranda
with respect to each individual may then be used as a basis
for prosecuting decisions. The major participants, as I
see them, may be Haldeman, Erlichman, Mitchell, Dean, Kalmbach,
~rdian, Strachan, Colson and Parkinson.

We need a system whereby all evidence against various
individuals is collected, with respect to each individual,
in one place, in order that this evidence can be used to
interrogate the individual involved° Do this with respect
to Haldeman, for example, we need to collect all the informa-
tion relating to Haldeman and all statements relating to his
activities or admissions in order that we will have this
available to interrogate Haldemano This collection should
be done for all the above individuals and in addition thereto,
the following: Fielding, Kehrli, O’Brien, Caulfield, Waiters,
Gray, Petersen and Kleindienst.

The above listed individuals are not intended to be
exclusive and the person or persons undertaking this task
should feel free to add names.

Chron
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¯ ~o~ ......~..y concern about a letter to the Presiders, t:

you !ook l:{.he a cooperative aIainst Dean. If i ware he, "!

the groLmd thaL I had ’-already

b "~ ’+ the ~¯ ,. ....... ~.,o.+n .... <,~: ~.,. uer ,, s ay:~_ng
+ ~+~+,~.o~,.~ ,.,~a_a~nt at this time.~%ecess~ry to set the

out o~ his P+:{+. difficul~es.

the b,o_~n~lal impact of this by e:o.-p!icitly
analogizing the 2residant’s response Co Grand Jury testimony
or a prosecutor:tel, imtervie~ (as you suggested) and making
clear that it should be kept confidanti<~!. Stating that: thr~
letter should prob~bly b9 followed by an equally con;[identi:~!~
stenographically recorded i~terview will also help, althcu~h
it wi!l reduce the likelihood that ~he President wi!l agree
to the procedure.

2. A s~?+condary c< ..... _~n is the impact on your reputntion

t~te long ~n, you will be~.~++-,’~r+’+~.~.+ to draw suc~z co,~_uu .... + ~.

File ~’~
Chron



GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO    : The File

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

DATE: June 26, 1973

FROM : Vorenberg

SUBJECT : June 21 meeting with Petersen

T~is supplements Jim Neal’s memorandum of June 22 regarding
our June 21 meeting with Petersen.

i) In the week preceeding April 15 Ehrlichman called Petersen
and said the President said no one in the White House should
be given i~munity. Petersen said that was no problem.
Apparently the basis of the President’s statement was that
he had to be fair and that it would look bad if someone in
high office is i~munized. Petersen made it clear to Ehrlichman
that the ultimate decision was his. Petersen had the impres-
sion the President was trying to make it clear that he was
not asking for in~nunity. In one of the calls after April 15
the President asked Petersen if he should fire Dean. Petersen
said he did not think it would be right to fire the first
person to cooperate with the prosecution. By the end of April
Silbert had told Petersen that he was not getting anything
useful from Dean and Petersen told the President that he
thought it would be okay to dump Dean. In Petersen’s words,
"the situation was deteriorating," and this was a factor in
saying it was okay to fire him. Petersen’s records show
meetings with the President on April 15, 16, 17 and 19.
During this period Wilson’s car was reported by the press to
be parked in front of the White House.

On April 18 the President called Petersenmd they had a
discussion about whether Dean was immunized. At the end of
it the President asked, "What else is new?" Petersen mentions
Ellsberg, and the President says "God damn it, I know about
that. You stay out of it." A week later on the 25th Petersen
spent the whole day with Kleindienst discussing Ellsberg. The

DO J--1973---04
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week’s delay wa~ caused by l) the President’s statemen? to
Dean and 2) Kevzn Maroney’s report that no ~materlal
was involved (theChief of the Appellate Sect--~f6~ said it
was not clear; Kevin put it to Griswold, and he agreed with
Petersen and Maroney).

On the 15th Petersen talked to the President about whether
Kleindienst should resign and whether a special prosecutor
should be appointed. The President asked Petersen to report
to him. Petersen said okay. The President said check it
with the three prosecutors. Dean said okay. Three days
later Petersen’s relationship with the prosecutors began
to,~erode.



J~ee V~r~enberg

Meeting of J~e 20, 1973 ~ith Cox, Voren~berg, Ki~hardson,
~h, Petersen in Pclehardson’ s office

The purpose of this meetin8 was to avoid confusion over the
~elatlve ~isdlctlon of the Criminal Division and our office.
The out~o~ was set forth in a Raft memorandum from Pe~ersen
to me in which ~ ~ some chan~es and returned it to Petersen.
Presumably we will receive the revised memorandum in the next
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J. Fred 8u~herdt, ESquire
Counsel ~o the PEeslden~

Zn~s~iga~s Uni~ of ~e White H~ or any s~l~ ~i~

of S~Ve!11~ di~los~ ~o~ on

WeE@
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CC :
~/File

Chron.
Cox
Connoll~



DATE: June 29, 1973

TO: James Merrill
George Frampton
Gerry Goldman

FROM: James Neal

Re: Priorities in Our Case

At this morning’s staff meeting, we. agreed on the foll~w-.
ing priorities and course of action over the next few days and
weeks:

i. Files. Review, reorganize, and clean up all witness
and evidentlary files relating to our case. In the course of this
work begin to list all documents in our pos~ssion and all document
we must obtain. Compile a list of important potential witnessesw
various testimony, and a list of all persons who should be inter-
viewed or re-interviewed.

2. Chronology. Compile a chronology of events in our case,
with available sources of testimony about those events.

3. Potential defendants. Identify and focus on potential
defendants. They include: Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Mitchell, Mardian,
Colson, and Dean; and possibly Strachan, Parkinson, Kalmbach,
and Gray. (LaRue has plead; Magruder will plead.)

4. Begin to prepare ~ar@et memos on these defendants. The
priority memos should be those on Haldeman, Strachan, Ehrlichman,
Colson, Mardian, and Parkinson.

5. Interrogation memos. Begin to prepare interrogation memos
for the following w’itnes~’es: O’Brien, Higby, Dick’Moore, LaRue,
Fielding. (Target memos on Strachan and Parkinson can be used as
interrogation memos in interviews with them.)

6. Areas. Begin a file or looseleaf notebook system ~
summarizing the testimony concerning certain major events, and
assign responsibility to particular staff attorneys for learning
everything about these events, including: the Ellsberg break-in;
pre-June 17 planning; destruction of records; perjury; the CIA
cover-up; payments to Watergate defendants and their families;
promises of executive clemency.

cc: Cox, Vorenberg, Heymann, Connolly, Rient
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June 29, 1973 IN REPLY~ PLEASE REFER TO
INITIALS    AND    NUMBER

EJS/eh

Honorable Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor
Watergate Special Prosecution Force
United States Department of Justice
1425 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Dear Mr. Cox:

Upon your appointment as Special Prosecutor in
charge of the Watergate investigation, we volunteered
to withdraw from the case in order to give you a.com-
pletely ~ee hand in selecting your staff and conduct-
ing the investigation. At your request, however, we
remained in the case to assist you and members of your
staff in continuing the investigation during the period
of transition so that it would not be unduly interrupted
and delayed.

The transition now, in our view, is basically
complete. Through written and oral reports, a com-
prehensive status report and the transfer of our files,
we have made available to you and your staff the results
of the investigation to the present and provided you
with our recommendations as to the future steps to be
taken to complete the investigation. With this accom-
plished, we renew our request to withdraw from the c~e
and resume our duties and responsibilities in the United
States Attorney’s Office. We shall, of course, be
available in the future to consult with you and your
staff.

DECLASSI~I]~ ........
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Our request to withdraw~from the case is now, as
it was when you were first appointed, a difficult one.
The case is very much a part of us and we have a pro-
found interest in its successful outcome. We have
worked long and hard for over a year to attain this
goal. The initial grand jury investigation was con-
ducted under inherently conflicting pressures to have
the most thorough and exhaustive investigation in the
shortest possible time. The indictment charging seven
defendants~s returned on September 15, 1972, less
than three months after the investigation began. By
comparison, the grand jury investigation which led to
the indictment of only one defendant--Bobby Baker--
in another celebrated case involving official corruption
lasted one year.

Throughout the investigation and prosecution, we
continually attempted to determine whether anyoq~ else
was implicated other than the seven defendants. Prior
to the September 15th indictment, we sought the coop-
eration of the defendant Hunt but were advised that he
had "nothing to give." When it became apparent that
the trial would not occur before the election, we made
an extremely generous plea offer in late October, 1972,
to the defendant McCord in return for the complete and
truthful disclosure, before the electio~ of what he knew.
This offer was rejected by Mr. McCord. The defendant
Liddy, as is well known, has never accepted our numerous
requests to cooperate and is presently servin~ a sentence
for contempt for refusing to testify despite a grant of
immunity. Moreover, as the evidence now shows, many
government officials and others who, unbeknownst to us,
had critical evidence, either withheld it or made false
statements to the grand jury and the prosecutors, thus,
whether innocently or not, aiding and abetting the cover-
up. Indeed, not until after the successful prosecution
of the seven defendants did a single witness step forward
with material information except for one bookkeeper with
limited knowledge.           ~

DECLASSIFIED
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In the absence of sufficient evidence to charge
anyone other than the seven defendants, and in light
of the refusal of any of the defendants and others to
talk, we decided, prior to September 15th, and so told
defense counsel, that we would follow the strategy of
convicting the seven defendants, granting them limited
immunity after trial, and then compelling their testi-
mony before the grand jury concerning the involvement
of others. Accordingly, well before March 23, 1973,
the day of sentencing in the Watergate case, we sought
and. obtained limited immunity authorizations for each
of the defendants and recalled the grand jury. This
is analogous to the strategy employed by the special
prosecutor investigating the Yablonski murders in
Pennsylvania. His highly successful, skillful inves-
tigation has now taken several years. Again by com-
parison, the critical breakthrough in the Watergate
investigation we conducted occurred in mid-Aprilo, 1973,
only ten months after it began and disclosed for the
first time the existence of a massive conspiracy to
obstruct justice, the participants therein and their
motives.

Some of the direct consequences of that break-
through were (I) the agreement of Jeb Magruder,
acknowledged in public, to plead guilty to a felony
and testify for the government in any future prosecu-
tion, (2) the discovery of the commission of the
Ellsberg burglary which we caused to be brought to
the attention of Judge Bryne presiding at the Ellsberg
trial, and (3) the entry of the plea of guilty of Fred
LaRue which we strongly urged you to accept in our
status report and which we assisted you and your staff
in bringing to fruition earlier this week.

Nevertheless, despite our reluctance to withdraw
before the investigation has concluded, we continue in

our beliefthat it is appropriate at this time that we
do so. For, the circumstances of your appointment and
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confirmation as special prosecutor, entirely independent
of an removed from any prior investigation of the case,
requires, in our view, that no one who participated in
the earlier investigation be a member of your staff. It
is apparent that we may be needed as witnesses concerning
events which occured since early April, 1973. We are
sensitive to the problems that our being both investigators
and potentia! witnesses could create in any investigation
and subsequent litigation and, therefore, have concluded that
the wisest course of action for us is to withdraw from the
investigation at this time.

We realize that our departure from the case may
cause speculation by some that it is attributable to
criticism of our investigation and prosecution. Such
speculation is wholly unwarranted. Furthermore, we
emphatically reject any allegations of impropriety or
lack of diligence which have been or might be made. At
the very minimum, we plan to submit a written response
to any such criticism. During the past month, we h~ve worked
closely and cordially with Mr. James Neal, the member of
your staff whom you have placed in charge of the Watergate
case. We are confident that an examination of the record in
this case by any lawyer as knowledgeable and experienced
in the prosecution of complex criminal cases as is Mr. Neal
will disclose that the investigation and prosecution were
conducted forthrightly, vigorously and professionally.

As we told the jury in our closing argument at the
Watergate trial, conviction of those responsible for the
crimes charged in,the indictment was important to restore
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faith in the political system of this country. Today,
in view of the evidence uncovered by the post-trial
grand jury investigation, it is more important than
ever that those responsible for the damage to our
political system and for the massive obstruction of
justice designed to prevent discovery of the truth
be brought to justice. The three of us personally
wish youand the able, dedicated staff you have
assembled every success in achieving this goal.

Sincerely,

Earl J. Silbert, Principal
Assistant      ~d States Attorney

9Jeymo
Assi~ d States Attorney

Donald E. ~bel~
Assistant United States Attorney



WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE
United States Department of Justice

1425 K Street, N,W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

June 29, 1973

Earl J. Silbert, Esquire
Principal Assistant United

States Attorney
Washington, D. C.

Dear Earl:

I have the letter in which you again express your
desire to be relieved of responsibility for the Watergate
case so that you can return to your normal duties in the
office of the United States Attorney. I cannot in fairness
refuse your request. I understand you will be leaving
immediately, but I hope that you will be available for
questions, consultation and assistance from time to time.

Seymour, Don and you acted in a highly creditable
fashion in acceding to my request that you put the interests
of the Watergate investigation ahead of your own wishes and
giveus the benefit of your knowledgeand experience during
a period of transition. Your help has been invaluable.
it wewould be weeks behind. Even now the loss of your
assistance may slow us down somewhat, but not enough to
justify my over-ruling your own wishes.

Without

Perhaps I may add in closing that I realize this
has not been an easy time for you. I am awareof various
criticisms of your earlier conduct of theinvestigation and
prosecution of seven defendants. Lawyers often differ on
questions of judgment, and therearepoints on which my
judgment might have varied from yours. Thus far in the
investigation, however, none of us has seen anything to show
that you did not pursue your professional duties according
to your honest judgment and in complete good faith.

With all good wishes.

Sincerely,

ARCHIBALD COX
Special Prosecutor

DECLASSI~"I~
Autho -ity


	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

